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Site Assessment Work arising from
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WDC Alternative Sites Assessment Report March 2018

Summary and Introduction
Purpose
1.1

This report has been prepared to support the Council’s Regulation 22
Statement on the issues raised in consultation and our response to
these issues. It comments on 44 sites which were promoted for
development in response to the publication of the draft Wycombe
District Local Plan under Regulation 19 in October 2017. The majority
relate to sites which have been previously assessed and rejected in the
evolution of the plan (26 sites), and some to sites which are included in
the plan (7 sites). Two sites have not been previously assessed in the
Local Plan but they have been assessed in respective Neighbourhood
Plans (ASH5 was rejected as a housing site in the recently adopted
Longwick-cum-Ilmer NP; ASH10 was allocated in the recently adopted
Bledlow-cum-Saunderton NP.)The remainder relate to new sites which
have not previously been promoted or assessed in detail (9 sites).

Approach
1.2

In essence, the approach taken was to assess the sites or proposals in
the manner that they would have been assessed if they had been
promoted in this way at an earlier stage of the plan. Consequently the
nature and level of assessment varies site-by-site depending on issues
such as whether the site is within the Green Belt, or Chilterns AONB,
for example. The assessment also considers any implications for the
HELAA or the SA.

Structure
1.3

The first part of the report includes a summary table of the detailed
findings. The main part of the report then assesses each site in turn,
beginning with a summary paragraph before presenting the various
background assessment documents as appropriate. The final section of
this report includes any relevant SA site options conclusions. (See also
paragraphs 33-34 of Appendix 22 of this Regulation 22 Statement.)

Overall Conclusions
1.4

Having completed the relevant assessments, the Council has
concluded that in our view there are no consequential modifications
required to the plan to ensure its soundness.
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Summary Table of Findings
Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASH1

0025
and
0869

Land at
Whitepit
Lane,
Wooburn

SWB0023

This is a newly promoted Green Belt site on the edge
of a higher tier settlement. Not previously assessed
but the Council's new assessment work shows that
there would not be exceptional circumstances to
remove the site from the Green Belt and
consequently it would fail on HELAA stage one. It
would feature in the SA as a site option as part of
District Wide Spatial Strategy Options D and E.

ASH2

0247

Land north of
Marlow
Road, Lane
End

SLE0034

This is a newly promoted Green Belt site close to a
higher tier settlement. Not previously assessed but
the Council's new assessment work shows that there
would not be exceptional circumstances to remove
the site from the Green Belt and consequently it
would fail on HELAA stage one. It would also result in
major development in the AONB and therefore it
would not feature in the SA as a site option.

ASH3

0392
(8)

Monks Mill,
Bledlow

SRD0201

This is a newly promoted greenfield site (neither
AONB nor GB). Not previously assessed but the
Council's new assessment work shows it is unsuitable
because it is in an unsustainable location and because
it would conflict with a recently adopted
Neighbourhood Plan.

ASH4

0469

Land east of
Grove Lane,
Little Kimble

SRD0182

This is a modification of a site previously assessed and
rejected in the published HELAA. The changes do not
change the conclusion.

ASH5

0559
(2)

Land at
Lower
Icknield Way,
Longwick

SLK0016

This is a newly promoted greenfield site (neither
AONB nor GB). Not previously assessed but the
Council's new assessment work shows it is unsuitable
because it is in an unsustainable location and because
it would conflict with a made Neighbourhood Plan1.

1

Longwick-cum-Ilmer Neighbourhood Plan was made (i.e. adopted) in March 2018. The Plan once made forms
part of the Development Plan.
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Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASH6

0785

Remaining
vacant land
at Glory Mill,
Wooburn
Green

SWG0020

This is an urban brownfield site allocated in both the
current and emerging Local Plan for employment
purposes. A planning appeal was dismissed in 2017
and a second application is subject to a current
appeal. The Council’s position remains that this site
should be developed for employment purposes.

ASH7

0801

Land at
Hawks Hill,
Bourne End
(Former
Orchard)

SWC0092

This site is a former orchard adjacent to BE2 Hollands
Farm. The plan proposes the removal of the site from
the Green Belt and it’s designation under retained
DSADPD Policy DM12 (Green Spaces), reflecting its
biodiversity value as a habitat of principle importance
and the extent of TPO trees on the site.

ASH8

0801

Land at
Finings Road,
Lane End
(larger area)

SLE0017

This is a modification of a site previously considered
in the AONB Site Assessment process. Extending the
site beyond that proposed in the plan would have an
unacceptable landscape impact.

ASH9

0801

Land at
Wood Farm,
Stokenchurch
(larger area)

SSC0045,
part of
SSC0034
&
SSC0049

This is a modification of a site previously considered
in the AONB Site Assessment process. Extending the
site beyond that proposed in the plan would have an
unacceptable landscape impact.

ASH10

0875

Former
Molins
Factory Site
(larger area)

SRD0126

This site is already allocated in the Neighbourhood
Plan, but it is newly promoted for removal from the
Green Belt as well. The Council's new assessment
work shows that it would fail on both GB and AONB
grounds and it is not a sustainable enough location to
focus growth as part of the plan.

ASH11

0860

Land north of
Hughenden
Avenue

SHW0555

This is a brownfield site in the urban area. It
comprises the remainder of a mixed use regeneration
area (2008 Core Strategy CS4.2). The main part of the
factory site (to the north) has already been
redeveloped for housing. The site was assessed in the
HELAA and associated evidence as a site for
employment development and the new Local Plan
allocates the site for that purpose.

ASH12

0917

Former
Molins sports
ground,
Monks
Risborough

SPR0057

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously.
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Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASH13

0920

Land at
Culverton
Hill, Princes
Risborough

SPR0087

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously.

ASH14

0924

Burleighfield
House,
Loudwater

Part of
SLW0031

This is a part–PDL site in the Green Belt at the edge of
the urban area. It was previously assessed in part but
not in the format currently promoted. For
completeness we have re-assessed the site and
concluded that there are not exceptional
circumstances to remove the site from the Green
Belt.

ASH15

0924

Land at
Green Farm,
Glynswood

SHW0633

This is a modification of a site previously considered
in the GB Site Assessment process. Extending the site
beyond that proposed in the plan would have an
unacceptable landscape/biodiversity impact.

ASH16

0944

Binders
Industrial
Estate,
Cryers Hill

SRD164
and
SRD202

This is a newly promoted site isolated from any nonGreen Belt built-up area and not in a sustainable
location to focus housing. It is also an existing
employment site which should be retained for
employment on the basis of available evidence (PBA
review). No exceptional circumstances to remove the
site from the GB.

ASH17

0954

Land at Oak
Tree Road,
Marlow

SMA0085
and
SMA0086

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH18

0966

Heath End
Farm,
Flackwell
Heath

SWC0070

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH19

0966

Land at
Chapman
Lane, Bourne
End

SBE0048

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH20

1033

Land at Ellis
Way (part 1)

SLE0026

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH21

1108

Land at Ellis
Way (part 2)

SLE0026

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.
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Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASH22

1128

Little
SSC0039
Studdridge,
and
Stokenchurch SSC0050

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH23

1129

Land at
Seymour
Court Road
(Merlaue
Rise),
Marlow

SMA0109

This is a newly promoted Green Belt site close to a
higher tier settlement. Not previously assessed but
the Council's new assessment work shows that it
would fail on GB assessment and consequently would
fail on HELAA stage one. It would also result in major
development in the AONB and therefore it would not
feature in the SA as a site option.

ASH24

1129

Land north of
Berwick
Road,
Marlow

SMA0110

This is a newly promoted Green Belt site close to a
higher tier settlement. Not previously assessed but
the Council's new assessment work shows that it
would fail on GB assessment and consequently would
fail on HELAA stage one. It would not result in major
development in the AONB.

ASH25

1258 /
1297

Land south of
Lower
Icknield
Farm, Princes
Risborough

ASH26

1324

Land at the
Swilley,
Wash Hill,
Bourne End

SWB0018

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH27

1343

Land at
Bledlow
Road,
Saunderton

SRD0179

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH28

0845

Land north of
Mill Lane,
Monks
Risborough

SPR0073
&
SPR0081

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH29

0959

Land at Old
Moor Lane,
Wooburn
Moor

SWG0026

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

This site lies in open countryside beyond the Green
Belt and AONB It is newly promoted for self-build
housing. It was not previously assessed. New
assessment shows that the site is not in a sustainable
location for new housing and that it is within the
proposed strategic buffer envisaged to support the
strategic expansion of Princes Risborough (PR5).
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Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASH30

1005

Land off
Church Road,
Lane End

SLE0029

This is a modification of a site previously considered
in the AONB Site Assessment process. Extending the
site beyond that proposed in the plan would have an
unacceptable landscape impact. Given site area of
10HA also highly likely to result in major development
in the AONB

ASH31

0953

Land off
Shootacre
Lane, Princes
Risborough

SPR0085

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH32

0948

Land off
Kingsley
Drive,
Marlow
Bottom

SMB0011

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH33

1165

Land off
Holtspur
Avenue,
Wooburn
Green

SWG0028

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH34

0801

Land off
part of
Wood Farm
SSC0049
(eastern
portion),
Stokenchurch

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH35

0924

Land off
Penn Road,
Hazlemere

SHZ0030

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously through the Plan process.

ASH36

0824

Land at
Amersham
Road,
Hazlemere
(part)

SHZ0035

This is part of a site already proposed for inclusion in
the plan. The proposed plan site requires a
comprehensive approach, so it is not appropriate to
allocate part of site separately.

ASH37

1269

Wycliffe
Centre,
Horsley
Green

SRD0144

This is a part-PDL site in the Green Belt and AONB.
Although subject to previous planning permissions,
this is newly promoted for removal from the Green
Belt. The site has not been previously assessed. New
assessment work shows that it would not be
appropriate to remove the site from the Green Belt.
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Site
ref &
LINK

Rep
ref

Site address

HELAA ref

Comments

ASE1

0392
(9)

White Hill,
Wooburn
Moor

SWG0027

This site is newly promoted for employment
development. Not previously assessed in GB terms.
The Council's new assessment work shows that there
would not be exceptional circumstances to remove
the site from the Green Belt.

ASE2

0912

Land at
Newtown Pit,
Marlow

ASE3

1244

Land at
Westhorpe
Park (Area 1),
Marlow

BL0001

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously. The additional information does not
overcome previous objections.

ASE4

1244

Land at
Westhorpe
Park (Area 2),
Marlow

BL0001

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously. The additional information does not
overcome previous objections.

ASE5

1244

Land at
Westhorpe
Park (Area 3),
Marlow

BL0001

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously. The additional information does not
overcome previous objections.

ASE6

1244

Land at
Westhorpe
Park (Area 4),
Marlow

SMA0112

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously. The additional information does not
overcome previous objections.

ASE7

1244

Land at
Westhorpe
Park (Area 5),
Marlow

SMA0113

The site has been considered (and rejected)
previously. The additional information does not
overcome previous objections.

The site is promoted for car parking (which now has
permission) and leisure uses. Not previously assessed
but the Council's new assessment work shows that
there would be no exceptional circumstances to
remove the site from the Green Belt.
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Main Report
Note: The summary table in the preceding section contains hyperlinks to each site
assessment.

ASH1 – Land at Whitepit Lane, Wooburn
Summary
1.5

This is a newly promoted Green Belt site on the edge of a higher tier
settlement. It has not been previously assessed but our new
assessment work shows that there would not be exceptional
circumstances to remove the site from the Green Belt. The site has
been assessed according to the Green Belt Part 2 methodology. The
site would pass Step 1 due to its proximity a higher tier settlement. The
assessment of Steps 2 and 3 is set out overleaf. It would therefore not
have featured in the HELAA as a developable site, but it would have
featured in the SA as a site option as part of District Wide Spatial
Strategy Options D and E.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH 1

0.28HA

Land at Whitepit Lane, Wooburn Green

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
Area 52b is located to the north of Bourne End, south of Flackwell Heath, and south west of Wooburn
Green. The area has a largely rural character, and is characterised by agricultural uses, fields and
hedgerows with an area of woodland in the north of the land parcel. The area slopes steeply upward
to a hill in the centre.
The area is connected to the High Wycombe large built up area, and performs moderately well as a
barrier to sprawl. It performs extremely strongly in preventing neighbouring settlements from merging
as a gap between Bourne End, Flackwell Heath, and the High Wycombe built up area. The area also
performs moderately in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
Pass) The site is connected to the large built-up
built-up areas
area of High Wycombe (which includes Wooburn
Green).
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
Score 3
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

This site makes a minor contribution to the
separation of Wooburn Green and Flackwell
Heath
Score 1
The site comprises a pair of semi-detached
houses and a residential mobile home together
with their respective gardens along with a small
area of scrub to the rear that may or may not fall
within the garden areas. The mobile home leading
onto open farmland lends the site a semi-urban
rural-fringe character.
Score 1

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

The land parcel does not abut an identified historic
settlement core and does not meet this Purpose.

Overall Score

Score: 0
Site scores moderately against NPPF purposes

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
Yes – the site would extend from the existing built-up area
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
No – almost the entire boundary would need to be created afresh – which given the small scale of the
site would be a disproportionate exercise that could also significantly reduce the developable area.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
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The aerial photograph and planning history suggests a slight adjustment to more accurately match
the site extent of the mobile home plot but this would not alter the assessment criteria. There are no
other obvious alternatives that would create a site capable of removal from the Green Belt.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

No flood risk indicators
The site is close to Wooburn Green Conservation Area but separated from it by medium density
modern housing. There are no obvious impacts on the CA.
No known ecological issues.
Landscape Assessment
Not assessed
Highway Considerations
Not assessed
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

Not in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

On the basis of the limited information available at
this stage, the site is likely to be otherwise
developable.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt.
Whilst it may be otherwise developable, there is
still no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt.
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ASH2 – Land North of Marlow Road, Lane End
Summary
1.6

This is a newly promoted site in the Green Belt and AONB on the edge
of a higher tier settlement. It has not been previously assessed but our
new assessment work shows that there would not be exceptional
circumstances to remove the site from the Green Belt. The site has
been assessed according to the Green Belt Part 2 methodology. The
site would pass Step 1 due to its proximity a higher tier settlement. It
does not pass the assessment of Steps 2 and 3 and would therefore
not have featured in the HELAA as a developable site. As it is assessed
as being major development in the AONB, it would not have featured
in the SA as a reasonable alternative.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH 2

4.2 HA

Land north of Marlow Road, Lane End

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General area 43b lies south-west of Wycombe and extends west as far as Lane End. It is bordered to
the north by the M40 motorway. Wycombe Air Park occupies the eastern portion of this area on a
broad plateau. The portion of this parcel adjoining Lane End (north and west of Wycombe Air Park) is
also designated as a part of the Chilterns AONB.
The area performs moderately alongside the physical barrier of the M40 to preventing urban sprawl,
and performs strongly in terms of preventing High Wycombe and Lane End from merging. The area
also performs moderately in terms of safeguarding the countryside, as while only 5% of it is covered
by built form, the Air Park presents a number of urbanising features.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
Land parcel is not at the edge of a large built-up
built-up areas
area.
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.

Score: a) Fail b) 0

(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

This would result in a marginal encroachment into
a larger gap.

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

Score: 1
This site is entirely absent of built-form or urban
uses. Although it is adjacent to the end of an area
of ribbon development at the periphery of the
village this has little to no urbanising influence on
the character of the land. The site has a strong
unspoilt rural character.

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

Score: 5
Land parcel does not abut an identified historic
settlement core.

Overall Score

Score: 0
Scores strongly against Green Belt purposes.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
Although the site is connected to the built-up area, the connection point is no more than the end of a
section of tapering historic ribbon development. Removing this site from the Green Belt would not be
appropriate in these terms.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
No. The level of mitigation required to create new features would be very significant and most likely
disproportionate to the site.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
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If the site was extended northeast to the woods and northwest to the village (behind the adjoining
ribbon of houses) this could potentially overcome the Green Belt issues re the general extent of the
green belt and the need for robust boundaries, but it would not much reduce the contribution the site
makes to GB purpose 3. (Arguably the score would reduce from 5 to 4 as more of the site would be
more significantly influenced by adjoining development.) This would not alter the overall position.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?
The site is in the AONB and lies close to Widdenton Park Wood
Widdenton Park Wood (50 to 100m north of the site) is a SSSI, ancient woodland, and an
archaeological notification area (the park was a medieval deer park). In the absence of any
information on these issues there is a material risk that allocation of this site would result in
unacceptable impacts in terms of ecology and/or heritage.
There are indications of surface water flood risk which suggest that an FRA and drainage strategy
would be required if the site was to be developed.
Landscape Assessment
The Green Belt Assessment continues after the Landscape Assessment overleaf
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ASH 2 – Land off Marlow Road, Lane End.
The site is located off Marlow Road, at the eastern end of Lane End village settlement,
and is made up of a rectangular field, fenced off from, but forming part of, a larger
group of fields. There is an isolated dwelling adjacent on the eastern corner and on
the western corner is the side boundary of a single dwelling on the end of some ribbon
development. Otherwise it is separated from the village by fields. There is a reasonably
maintained hedgerow along the road boundary, with other boundaries being open or
separated from adjacent fields by post and wire fencing.
It sits at the head of a shallow valley and has a bowl shaped landform with the open
side facing west, enabling longer views over adjoining countryside. To the north, east
and south it is enclosed by the rising landform, large tracts of ancient woodland and
the mature treescape within Lane End village. A permissive path runs through the
north of the site, providing off road access to the wider PRoW network. There are
clear views into the site from Marlow Road, when approaching Lane End village and
also from the nearby PRoW on higher ground to the south-east.
The site is dark with no light pollution but experiences some intermittent road noise
from the adjacent Marlow Road. In the east there is constant background road noise
from the nearby M40 as well as intermittent noise from aircraft using the nearby
airpark and from the shooting ground.
Extent of ASH 2 with photograph viewpoints

2
4

3
1
5

6
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Photograph 1: shallow, bowl shaped
landform, enclosed by woodland

Photograph 3: enclosed to north-west
by mature treescape of Lane End village

Photograph 5: site forms part of rural
setting of Lane End village

Photograph 2: views eastwards
enclosed by rolling landform

Photograph 4: open side of bowl
enables relatively longer views out over
adjoining countryside

Photograph 6 (below) from PRoW in AONB,
site is seen in context of wider rural landscape
with Lane End village in distance
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Step

Assessment/Justification

2.

Visual Sensitivity: Medium
 Close views over site from permissive path through site and well used
PRoW in AONB to south-east
 Close views into site and beyond to woodland from Marlow Road on
approach to village
 Enclosed from wider landscape and village by woodland and landform

3.

Landscape Sensitivity: Medium
 Part of wider rural landscape
 Distinctive bowl landform, head of shallow valley
 Field forms part of pattern of wider medieval irregular field enclosures
 Rural character, physically and visually separate from village
 Some influence from road, airpark and shooting ground.

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/High
 Forms part of landscape setting of Lane End when approaching from
south-east.
 Mostly beyond settlement edge, only linked by one end house, with rest
of site separated by fields.
 Strong visual connection with immediate countryside, limited from the
wider landscape by landform and woodlands.
 Strong character links with wider countryside such as open, agricultural
fields and to some extent, hedgerows.
 Good vehicular connections to adjacent settlement via Marlow Road
but limited pedestrian links as no footpath on busy road.
 Good links to wider PRoW network in AONB.

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Med/High (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Urbanisation of characteristic, agricultural field.
 Urbanisation of Marlow Rd, through highways works.
 Loss of part of characteristic, historic field system.
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Impact on rural setting of Lane End village.
 Loss of views over fields to woodland beyond from road.
 Urbanisation of rural views from permissive footpath and PRoW.
Potential impact on the AONB:
 Loss of part of a characteristic field
 Encroachment of settlement into countryside in AONB.
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Summary:
The assessment found the site to have LOW capacity for development which means
it could not accommodate areas of new development without a significant adverse
impact on its landscape character. Occasional, very small scale development may be
possible, providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the
character and sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas.
The site experiences some urbanising influences from road/aircraft noise but
otherwise is strongly rural, forming part of an agricultural landscape (apart from one
end house) is separated from the nearby village by fields. It benefits from being
relatively visually enclosed on three sides by the distinctive bowl landform and large
tracts of ancient woodland nearby, but there are clear views into the site from Marlow
Road, where it forms part of the rural setting of Lane End village.
There is no footway on Marlow Rd, so walking links with the village are very poor.
The level of highway works required to rectify this, as well as the creation of a
vehicular access into the site, would have a significantly adverse impact on the
character of Marlow Road and the rural approach to Lane End. Additionally, it would
be difficult to mitigate the impact of development on this main approach to the
village, where it would appear as an encroachment of development into the
countryside.
As it is not considered suitable for development, no landscape guidelines for
development are provided.
Green Belt Assessment (continued)
Highway Considerations Not assessed
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

At >4HA, and given its context in relation to the
scale of Lane End and the severity of the
landscape impact it is likely that allocation of the
site would also result in major development in the
AONB. For the reasons set out in the AONB Site
Assessment Report this would be a further reason
why the site would be an unsuitable allocation.

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

No. Allocation of this site would be unacceptable
in AONB terms and also in terms of potential
impact on the nearby Widdenton Park Wood
SSSI.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt
and it is not otherwise developable. As such, there
is no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt. The site should not be considered further.
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ASH3 – Monks Mill, Bledlow
1.7

2

This is a newly promoted site beyond the Green Belt and AONB and
not located close to any higher tier settlement. The site has not been
previously assessed but our new assessment work on the following
page (using the HELAA method) shows it is not a suitable site for
housing2. It should be noted in particular that allocating this site for
housing would conflict with the recently adopted Bledlow-cumSaunderton Neighbourhood Plan.

Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 3-019-20140306 Revision date: 06 03 2014
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HELAA Site Assessment
Site Reference

ASH3 / SRD0201

Source of site
Site Type
Site Status:
Suitability

Developer promoted Site – Regulation 19 - Publication Stage
Greenfield
Unsuitable

Site forms a large site located to
the south of Bledlow, beyond
existing development and
settlement area.

Land at Monks Mill,
Bledlow

Site size: 1.58

SRD0139
SRD0016

Small area of low surface water
flooding. No other environmental
constraints within the site.
Site adjoins an areas of ancient
woodland to the southwest.
SRD0201

This site also falls within the
Bledlow-cum-Saunderton
Neighbourhood Plan area and
housing in this location would
conflict with this development
plan. The plan is recently adopted
and is considered both up-to-date
and appropriate to guide the
location of development within
the plan area.
Site is unsuitable for residential.
AONB
N
Greenbelt
N
Allocation
N
Settlement Tier
None
Deliverability
Site is being promoted by MSC Planning Consultants Ltd, it is unsure whether the site is in single
or multiple landownership.
Number of dwellings to be
delivered:
Source of dwelling numbers:

Gross: N/A

Net: N/A

Density: (leave for now)

e.g. from a dwelling application, work with Officers, density
multiplier etc.

Density Assumption
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ASH4 – Land East of Grove Lane, Little Kimble
1.8

This is a variation on a site boundary for a site which was previously
assessed (and rejected) in the HELAA (SRD0182). The site is beyond
the Green Belt and AONB and within the Great and Little Kimble Parish
Neighbourhood Planning Area. Although this site is within the broader
area identified in Policy RUR6, this policy envisages individual site
allocations to be a matter for a future neighbourhood plan.
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ASH5 – Land at Lower Icknield Way, Longwick
1.9

This is a newly promoted site beyond the Green Belt and AONB.
Longwick is a higher tier settlement and the site was previously
assessed as part of the Neighbourhood Plan process. The NP has
passed examination and its referendum is scheduled for 8 March 2018.
An update on the progress of the NP will be provided in due course. In
essence however it is considered that site allocations at Longwick
should be determined by the NP process not by the Local Plan.

HELAA Site Assessment
Site Reference

ASH5 / SLK0016

Land at Lower Icknield Way,
Longwick

Site area: 2.8 ha

Source of site
Site Type
Site Status:
Suitability

Developer promoted Site – Regulation 19 - Publication Stage
Greenfield
Unsuitable

Within Aston Rowant SAC
buffer
Unsuitable: site located on
the edge of Longwick
beyond the existing built
form.
SLK0010
SLK0006

Site assessed as part of
Longwick-cum-Ilmer
Neighbourhood Plan, not
concluded as developable
area.

SLK0016

AONB
N
Greenbelt
N
Allocation
N/A
Settlement Tier
3
Deliverability
Site is in single ownership and promoted by Bellwood Homes during the Local Plan consultation.
Number of dwellings to be

Gross:

Net:

SPR0095

Density: (leave for now)

SPR0092delivered:

Source of dwelling
numbers:
Density Assumption

e.g. from a dwelling application, work with Officers, density
multiplier etc.
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ASH6 – Remaining Vacant Land at Glory Mill, Wooburn
Green
1.10 This is an urban brownfield site allocated in both the current and
emerging Local Plan for employment purposes. A planning appeal was
dismissed in 2017 (14/07504/OUT) and a second application
(17/06279/OUT) is subject to a current appeal expected to be heard
later this year (but not yet scheduled). The Council’s position, supported
by the Wycombe District Economy Study and Employment Land
Review (PBA 2014) remains that this site should be allocated and
developed for employment purposes.

1.11 This position is reflected not only in the ongoing planning appeal but
also in both the Council’s efforts to acquire the site to deliver
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employment development and third party commercial interest to
develop the site for employment.
1.12 On 9th October 2017 (at Full Council) the Council accepted the
recommendation from 18th September 2017 Cabinet that:
The following recommendations and decision were made as the District
was losing employment land to developer pressure for housing, which
generates higher financial returns. The proposals within the report
would prevent this loss of employment land which constrains the
sustainable development of the District and removes locally accessible
employment opportunities.
Recommended: That (i) an addition to the 2017/18 Capital Budget as
set out in the Exempt report and appendix, to fund the acquisition of
undeveloped employment land at Glory Park, be approved; and
(ii) delegated authority be given to the Major Projects & Estates
Executive, in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Economic
Development & Regeneration, Head of Financial Services and Cabinet
Member for Finance, to seek to negotiate a purchase price be
approved.

1.13 The Council’s efforts to acquire the site are continuing. In parallel with
this, the Council has received the following email from a prospective
third party developer for the site:

From: Alastair King []
Sent: 13 March 2018 11:02
To: Robert Harrison < >
Subject: Re: Employment Land - High Wycombe
Dear Robert
Thanks for getting in touch.
We are very keen to secure further development land for industrial and warehouse
uses along the M40 corridor.
Our market as you may know is extremely strong at the moment and we have a
long list of occupiers looking for new units in the High Wycombe / Marlow /
Maidenhead and general S Bucks area that we are currently unable to satisfy- even
with our forthcoming schemes at Wooburn Green, High Wycombe and Marlow. I
cannot see this changing in the foreseeable future with the move from the high
street to online the facilities we develop are in high demand.
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Chancerygate currently have c. 2 mill sq ft in the pipeline up and down the UK
mainly suppling the urban logistics market. We are looking to acquire further sites
in the next 12 - 18 months to double this supply. The Home Counties are key
markets we are looking for opportunities in.
I am aware of the land at Glory Park and have made offers to acquire the land from
BAM over the last 12 months. I was unaware of the dispute you refer too however
was aware that BAM had a desire to develop the sites for residential and this was
quoted as the reason they have not taken us up on our offers.
Our interest in this site remains as strong as it has always been and we have told
BAM our offer remains on the table should they not be successful with their plans
for residential.
Kind regards
Alastair King
Chancerygate
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ASH7 – Land at Hawks Hill, Bourne End
1.14 This site is a former orchard adjacent to BE2 Hollands Farm. The plan
proposes the removal of the site from the Green Belt and it’s
designation under retained DSADPD Policy DM12 (Green Spaces). (This
is one of a number of complementary Green Infrastructure / Biodiversity
policies).
1.15 As set out in the Council’s Green Belt Part 2 Assessment, it is proposed
to remove the land from the Green Belt as part of the assessment of
BE2 Hollands Farm. It was however judged unsuitable for development
itself due its arboriculture and biodiversity value. The site is subject to a
2017 area TPO and has been identified as a habitat of principle
importance subject to Sections 40 and 41 of the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities (NERC) Act of 2006.
1.16 Public bodies such as district councils and Local Planning Authorities
have a duty under section 40 of the NERC Act which means they ‘must,
in exercising its functions, have regard, so far as is consistent with the
proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of conserving
biodiversity.’ Under section 41 the secretary of state publishes a list of
habitats and species and habitats of principle importance for the
conservation of biodiversity in England. This list builds on what was the
UK Biodiversity Action Plan.
1.17 This site is a Traditional Orchard3, which as a habitat of principle
importance, should be protected from development. The biodiversity
value of the Traditional Orchard along with the cover of other trees on
the site means that it is an important green infrastructure asset which is
further protected by Tree Preservation Order 27/2017.

3

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/UKBAP_BAPHabitats-56-TraditionalOrchards.pdf
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ASH8 – Land at Finings Road Lane End
1.18 The proposal for this site is is seeking an enlargement of a site already
proposed to be allocated in the plan (Policy RUR1). The proposed site
extent (edged red below) is roughly midway between the site area
originally promoted to the Council, and the portion of the site allocated
in the plan (edged blue below). The Council’s AONB Site Assessment
Report (para 6.5 and Appendix 1) sets out the adverse landscape
impacts that would result if the site was enlarged. As with other AONB
sites, the site selection process has been led by an assessment of
landscape capacity, and in the Council’s view RUR1 already represents
the maximum acceptable site for allocation.
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ASH9 – Land at Wood Farm, Stokenchurch
1.19 This representor is seeking an enlargement of a site already proposed
to be allocated in the plan (Policy RUR9). The Council’s AONB Site
Assessment Report (para 5.4 and Appendix 1 site SSC0045) sets out
the adverse landscape impacts that would result if the site was
enlarged. As with other AONB sites, the site selection process has been
led by an assessment of landscape capacity, and in the Council’s view
RUR9 already represents the maximum acceptable site for allocation.
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ASH10 – Former Molins Factory Site, Saunderton
1.20 This is a largely PDL site (partly cleared) in the Green Belt and AONB
and unrelated to any higher tier settlement. It is newly promoted for
removal from the Green Belt. This site was not previously assessed in
the preparation of the Local Plan but it is allocated in the recently
adopted Bledlow-cum-Saunderton Neighbourhood Plan, and it has
been the subject of a recent called-in appeal (details in the Green Belt
assessment that follows).
1.21 The new assessment work shows that it would fail on both Green Belt
and AONB grounds and it is not a sustainable location to focus
significant growth as part of the local plan. Overall it these AONB and
location constraints mean that the capacity of this site is unlikely to be
increased by removing the site from the Green Belt. As removing the
site from the Green Belt would not deliver any meaningful uplift in
delivery of development, there cannot reasonably be exceptional
circumstances to remove the site from the Green Belt.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH10

10.4 HA

Former Molins Factory site, Saunderton

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
GA20 is lies between High Wycombe, Princes Risborough, Chinnor and Stokenchurch. It includes the
Green Belt settlements of Bledlow Ridge and Saunderton and it is washed over by the Chilterns
AONB. It performs strongly in protecting the countryside from encroachment and moderately in
preventing urban sprawl and providing separation between towns.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
Land parcel is not at the edge of a large built-up
built-up areas
area.
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging
(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns
Overall Score

A) Fail
B) Score 0

Little to no contribution to this purpose
Score 1
The site is unused and dominated by the
remaining slab foundations of the former factory
buildings which have been cleared from the site.
The character of the site is also influenced by
surrounding land uses, which are wholly rural. The
overall character is semi-urban.
Score 2
Not applicable
Score 0
The site performs relatively weakly against Green
Belt purposes.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
No. All of the nearby settlements are washed over by the Green Belt and the removal of this site
would result in an incongruous and isolated hole in the Green Belt.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Not as they exist, and the degree of mitigation required to create enduring features would be
significant.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
No obvious alternatives to consider
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Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

The appeal dismissed by the Secretary of State in September 2017 (APP/K0425/W/15/3135297)
rehearses the full range of general suitability issues. It should be noted that the appeal scheme was
for 212 dwellings whilst the representations received on the publication draft plan refer to circa 120
dwellings. Whilst this assessment is not considering any specific development proposal or potential
layout options the findings of the Secretary of State are still relevant/informative.
In summary (and leaving aside Green Belt issues) the Secretary of State found that while there were
some benefits to redeveloping this site, the appeal scheme would cause “a significant amount of
harm to the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB” and cause “modest harm” in respect of the
site’s location and a possible conflict with employment policy. In the publication draft local plan
there is no proposal to continue the employment site designation considered in the appeal, so this
issue is no longer relevant. In terms of the sites location, although it is recognised as a sustainable
enough location to receive some development, it is not considered a sustainable enough location to
focus growth as part of the local plan.
To be considered developable, an allocation would also have to accord with other up-to-date
development plan documents, which in this case include the Bledlow-cum-Saunderton
Neighbourhood Plan. Policy 3 of the Neighbourhood Plan was crafted to correspond with the Green
Belt status of the site. If the site was removed from the Green Belt it is likely that Policy 3 would be
considered out-of-date.
Landscape Assessment
See appeal history – harm to the AONB
Highway Considerations
See appeal history – acceptable with travel plan measures
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

The appeal scheme of 212 dwellings was held to
be major development in the AONB. The
promoted quantum of 120 dwellings would also
typically be seen as major development. For the
reasons set out in the AONB Site Assessment
Report it is not considered appropriate to include
plan allocations that would be likely to result in
major development in the AONB.

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

No – principally by reason of harm to the AONB.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
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Recommendation for Step 4

This site is unusual in that the Neighbourhood
Plan and NPPF already allow for a certain
quantum of development without removing any
land from the Green Belt. Any case for exceptional
circumstances would therefore need to be related
to the additional development that could only be
delivered if the site was removed from the Green
Belt, rather than retained within it.
It is noted that the site owner is engaged with the
Council’s DM service to further explore the scope
for additional development to enable the
restoration of the site, but on the basis of the
information currently available, it would appear
that even if the site was removed from the Green
Belt, the level of development that would be
acceptable would not be significantly different to
that already allowed by the NP and the NPPF.
The principle reasons for this would be the
challenge presented by NPPF para 116, which for
the reasons set out in our AONB Site Assessment
report, and in the recent appeal decision on this
site, would render any significant increase in
quantum associated with a potential plan
allocation unsuitable in NPPF terms for inclusion
in the plan.
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ASH11 – Land north of Hughenden Avenue
1.22 This is a brownfield site in the urban area. It comprises the remainder
of a former factory site, allocated for employment uses in the 2003 Local
Plan (E3), and for mixed use regeneration including ‘a core of
employment’ in the 2008 Core Strategy (CS4.2). The main part of the
factory sites (to the north and south) have already been redeveloped for
housing. The site was assessed in the HELAA and associated evidence
as a site for employment development and the new Local Plan allocates
the site for that purpose.

Hughenden Avenue
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ASH12 – Former Molins Sports Ground, Monks
Risborough
1.23 This site is in the Green Belt and AONB. It was assessed and rejected
in the Council’s Green Belt Part 2 Assessment and HELAA (site
reference SPR0057). As noted in the Green Belt assessment, the site
has also been subject of a recent called-in appeal decision. The
emerging local plan allocates the site for continued sport use (PR15).
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ASH13 – Land at Culverton Hill, Princes Risborough
1.24 This site is in the Green Belt and AONB. It was assessed and rejected
in the Council’s Green Belt Part 2 Assessment and HELAA (site
reference SPR0087). The site was rejected for a combination of Green
Belt and AONB reasons. The representor is proposing a limited
residential scheme with a community park to support the overall Princes
Risborough expansion. (Circa 45 dwellings with a gross site area of
7.4HA.) Although this mix of uses might perhaps overcome the AONB
objections the proposed uses do not affect the strong contribution the
site currently makes to the Green Belt purposes and the nature of the
harm to the Green Belt that results
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ASH14 – Burleighfield House, Loudwater
1.25 This is a part–PDL site in the Green Belt at the edge of the urban area.
It was previously assessed in part in the HELAA and in part in the Green
Belt Assessment Part 2. For completeness we have re-assessed the
site using the Green Belt Part 2 methodology (overleaf). The site
benefits from existing (deemed) permission for change of use to a total
of 13 flats and there is also a current pending planning application
18/05349/FUL for 33 flats in 4 blocks. (Application received
16.02.2018.) Notwithstanding that the existing buildings have some
impact on openness the site’s Green Belt designation is still a main
constraint on urban sprawl and it should be retained in the Green Belt.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH 14

1.76 HA

Burleighfield House, London Rd, Loudwater, High
Wycombe, Bucks

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
Area 48 is located to the east of High Wycombe and the west of Beaconsfield. It lies south of the
London – Birmingham railway line and north of the A40. The majority of the area consists of arable
and pastoral farmland with patchy wooded areas throughout, with denser wooded areas to the east
near Beaconsfield. While there is some built form centred on Whitehouse Lane and piecemeal along
London Road and Riding Lane, the area has a rural feel that belies its proximity to two large built up
areas. The area includes a limited amount of AONB in its north-eastern corner.
The area is bordered by the large built up areas of High Wycombe and Beaconsfield, and
consequently performs extremely strongly in terms of limiting sprawl, more so due to the weak
durability and permanence of the boundary, and also performs strongly in preventing the
neighbouring areas of High Wycombe and Beaconsfield from merging. The area performs relatively
strongly in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
Note: The overlapping site SLW0025 has previously been assessed in Part 2.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
The site comprises an area of PDL (Burleighfield
built-up areas
House and associated structures) and an area of
woodland. (See additional plan in Step 3 below)
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
The PDL area is occupied by a group of office
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtbuildings (originally a large house and secondary
up area into open land, and serves as a barrier
buildings) which have deemed planning
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
permission for c/use to residential.
absence of another durable boundary.
The site is connected to a large built-up area. The
green belt status of the PDL land will be a main
constraint on the spread of more urban forms of
development. On the remainder of the site (and
especially the TPO woodland) the green belt
status is one of several constraints on sprawl.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

Overall Score

Score: a) Pass b) 3+
This site spans a small portion of the essential
gap between High Wycombe and Beaconsfield.
Although PDL, the green belt limitations on more
urban forms of development means the site still
makes some contribution to separation.
Score: 1
Although parts of the site have an urban
character, and some of the adjoining land uses
are urban, other parts of the site are woodland
adjoined by fields. The site contains approximately
17% built form. Overall the site has a semi-urban
character.
Score: 2
Site does not abut an identified historic settlement
core nor impact the landscape or setting of a
historic town.
Score: 0
Site scores moderately against NPPF purposes.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
Yes the removal of this area would be acceptable with regards to the general extent of the Green
Belt.
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Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Although there is a woodland area on the site, the adjoining green belt land that would be retained
comprises open fields. The on-site woodland would need to be retained and extended to create
suitable enduring natural features to serve as green belt boundaries.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
The only obvious alternative to consider would be just the PDL land and immediately associated
areas – but this would not significantly reduce the site’s contribution to preventing sprawl (purpose 1),
which is its most important contribution to meeting Green Belt purposes.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

As shown on the plan below the site:
Is part of a larger Green Infrastructure Area covered by adopted DSADPD policy DM11
Includes an area of TPO trees and a number of individual TPO trees
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This site also falls within the 250m buffer of Knaves Beech landfill site and within the minerals
safeguarded area. There are no heritage assets and no flood risk indicators.
Whilst these constraints appear to be recognised by the promoter, their proposed capacity of 38
dwellings cannot be verified on the basis of the information submitted.
Landscape Assessment
Not assessed
Highway Considerations
Not considered by the County Council at this stage. Whilst the site has extensive frontage to the A40
this is heavily trafficked and in close proximity to J3 of the M40. Significant development in this
location is likely to have significant impacts on both that would need further assessment if the site
was otherwise considered acceptable.
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

The site is not in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

Although the PDL area is presumably developable
it is not possible to conclude positively for the
whole site – due to uncertainty of
landscape/GI/biodiversity impact and access.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt.
Therefore, whatever conclusion might be reached
on developability, there is no reasonable likelihood
of exceptional circumstances to release the site
from the Green Belt. The site should not be
considered further.
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ASH15 – Land at Green Farm, Glynswood, High Wycombe
1.26 This relates to a site in the AONB and Green Belt which is allocated in
the emerging plan as HW9 (hatched blue below). The promoter seeks
the allocation of a larger site including HW9 plus further land to the east
(edged red below). This larger site was initially assessed by the Council
in earlier stages of plan preparation where development on the
additional eastern part was not considered appropriate in landscape
terms. (Site reference SHW0633 in both the Green Belt Part 2
Assessment and the HELAA.) As with other sites, the site extent and
landscape guidelines were established through an assessment of
landscape capacity (see page 92 of the AONB Site Assessment
Report).
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ASH16 – Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill
1.27 This is a newly promoted PDL site in the Green Belt and AONB. It is
identified in the HELAA and supporting employment studies as a site
that should continue in employment use as a ‘scattered employment
site’ subject to the criteria based policies on use set out in the retained
DSADPD (Policy DM5). The site has been assessed according to the
Part 2 methodology (overleaf). This finds that the site is not suitable for
allocation either in terms of ‘punching a hole in the Green Belt’ or in
terms of the settlement strategy and the sustainability of the location in
relation to jobs and services etc. In AONB terms, redevelopment of the
site could be neutral or positive, but the scale of development promoted
(circa 180 dwellings) would clearly be major development in the terms
of NPPF116. For the reasons set out in the AONB Site Assessment
report this should also render the site unsuitable for allocation.
1.28 Looking at the relationship between DM5 and the Green Belt, as PDL
in the Green Belt the site could anyway be redeveloped for some
housing if the DM5 criteria were satisfied without removing the site from
the Green Belt.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH 16

3.85

Binders Yard

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
GA 25b spans the gap between High Wycombe and Great Kingshill. Functions strongly in maintaining
separation and moderately against other purposes.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
built-up areas
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

Review of Score
Site does not adjoin a large built-up area
a) Fail
b) Score 0

This site occupies a small portion of the essential
gap between High Wycombe and Great Kingshill.
Although PDL, the green belt limitations on more
urban forms of development means the site still
makes some contribution to separation.
Score: 1
Although the site is entirely developed, the main
uses appear to include waste management, which
the methodology identifies as characteristically
semi-urban.

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

Score 2
Site does not abut an identified historic settlement
core nor impact the landscape or setting of a
historic town.

Overall Score

Score: 0
The site scores relatively weakly against Green
Belt Purposes

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
No. The site would create an incongruous isolated hole in the green belt unconnected with any builtup area beyond the green belt.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
No. Most site boundaries are simple hedgerows which would require significant mitigation to create
enduring natural features fir to provide Green Belt boundaries.
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Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
There are no obvious alternatives to consider.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

In Development Plan terms the site is a scattered employment site subject to retained DSADPD
Policy DM5. (NB This is not an employment allocation; this is a criteria based policy for smaller
employment sites.) Subject to the DM5 criteria, the release of the site for housing could theoretically
be acceptable in principle. However, no information has been provided re these criteria and the site is
currently occupied for employment purposes. There is no case presented as to why the site should
not continue under the current criteria based policy. Conversely, the PBA Economy Study &
Employment Land Review identifies the site as continuing in productive economic use with no
significant problems, leading to a recommendation that the site should remain as a ‘scattered
employment site’ in the Local Plan.
No indications of flood risk
No indications of heritage significance
Landscape Assessment
LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASH16 Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill
14th March 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses

16.3 – Great Kingshill Settled Plateau
Flat site on gently undulating plateau
Perimeter hedgerows containing individual mature trees; gardens.
Industrial park; domestic properties.
Timber fence, remnant hedgerows.
Farmland; residential.
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Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way
Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

Village
Public footpath HUG/83/1 passes through the site, turns northeast and
joins HUG/63/2 and HUG/63/3. Views into site from all paths.
Walking/hiking.
Views into site entrances from public road; overlooked from footpaths
passing to the northeast and east (up to about 450m away); private
views from the rear of some nearby houses, glimpsed views towards
site from edge of Widmer End/Hazlemere to the east.
Views west through site entrances to public road; glimpsed and
filtered views north, south and east through hedgerows to open
countryside and adjacent poultry farm.
None.
Site ASH16 is an existing employment site accommodating a large
number of (mainly) small ‘industrial’ type businesses. The site
comprises a mix of buildings and yard areas; the larger buildings stand
two commercial storeys high, of coloured metal construction and with
shallow sloping roofs, while the smaller buildings are generally single
storey of mixed material finishes (brick, timber, metal sheeting), some
with very small footprints. Yards are concrete and frequently occupied
by vehicles, movable structures (e.g. skips, trailers) and materials (e.g.
timber, waste). Its origin as the site of a sawmill is reflected in the
joinery and furniture-making businesses here, but they have been
joined by transport and motor services, waste management, building
trades and other enterprises.
The site is surrounded on most sides by former agricultural hedgerows,
now over-mature with little or no management, perhaps 3-4 metres
high plus sporadic semi-mature trees. Larger buildings clearly stand
higher than the hedgerows.
The site is surrounded on three sides by open countryside, dominated
by poultry sheds to the north, at the edge of Cryers Hill village, which
occupies the site’s western boundary. The countryside forms part of
the Chilterns AONB. The plateau position gives rise to gently
undulating topography, where fields are generally large with mostly
mature/over-mature hedgerows that frame or interrupt views across
the landscape.
Public footpaths to the north and east of the site offer principal public
views along with more constrained views from the public road to the
west. There appears to be glimpsed views towards the site from the
western edge of Widmer End/Hazlemere. The public footpath running
through the side affords uninterrupted internal views of the existing
site and glimpsed views north.

Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Existing development (1-2 commercial storeys high) is clearly
visible from the public road at the west
 Existing development is partially visible from public footpaths to
the north and east.
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The site is not significantly overlooked in the wider landscape,
though there appear to be glimpses from Widmer
End/Hazlemere to the east.
The site is partially integrated with the existing urban area
(village) where properties fronting the public road are of a
domestic scale/use/appearance.
The industrial character of the existing site is detrimental to the
visual amenity of adjacent residential properties and the
surrounding AONB landscape.

Landscape attributes
 The existing site intrudes into the surrounding AONB landscape,
extending east beyond any perceived edge of Cryers Hill village.
 The industrial character of the existing site is detrimental to the
character and amenity of adjacent residential properties and the
surrounding AONB landscape;
 The detrimental character is the site is exacerbated by the
poultry sheds nearby, compounding the ‘built-up’ character of
the countryside at the edge of Cryers hill village.
Landscape value
 The Chilterns AONB washes over the site and adjoining village
and is by definition of high landscape value on a broad scale.
 Protection and enhancement of the character and amenity of
the AONB landscape is a key priority attached to its designation.
 The landscape value of the site and its immediate surroundings
is diminished by the site’s existing ‘industrial’ character.
Opportunities for enhancement should be sought.
Development capacity &
mitigation

As an already developed site in the countryside, there is scope for
careful redevelopment to occur without further harm to the
landscape; any such development should take the opportunity to
enhance its character, appearance and contribution to the AONB.
While the current site’s appearance has a detrimental impact upon the
surrounding landscape, it’s character can also be perceived as a
collection of enterprises with beginnings rooted in farming, forestry
and timber processing, which are rightly part of a ‘living countryside’.
Such a working landscape complements the houses, shops and school
that together promote vibrant activity within the community
throughout the day.
The nature and scale of any development will have a significant
bearing on the perceived impact upon the surrounding countryside.
Regeneration of the site for employment uses is likely to have a
positive impact through renewing (replacing) existing buildings,
reinforcing landscaping at the perimeter and enhancing the quality of
the built environment. Replacing employment uses with housing might
also deliver an improvement, but would need to incorporate
appropriate densities, layout, building design and landscaping to
ensure a natural fit with the rest of the village and avoid the adverse
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perception of a housing estate that is at odds with the rest of the
village and intrudes into the countryside.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this site
is moderate.

Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south (source: © Bing Maps)

Illustrative site photo(s)
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View of
southern site ‘entrance’, looking northeast (source: WDC)

View into northern (main) site entrance, looking east (source: WDC)
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View from public right of way passing through the site, looking southeast (source: WDC)

View from public right of way looking west after entering the site from the east (source: WDC)
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View from public right of way looking south along the site’s eastern boundary (source: WDC)

View from public right of way northeast of the site, with poultry farm adjacent right (source: WDC)
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View from public right of way north of the site, with poultry farm adjacent right (source: WDC)
Highway Considerations: Not assessed by BCC. WDC notes: Although there is significant traffic
generation associated with current uses, the access points are historic and may not be acceptable for
intensification or for providing footway access into the site. In locational terms, Cryers Hill (tier 6) is
below the threshold of sustainability to support growth (in the terms of the settlement hierarchy and
settlement strategy). Nearby Gt Kingshill (tier 4) is perhaps close enough in terms of crude distance
to support walking/cycling access from the site but the quality and safety of the route would need to
be proven. Casual observation of the traffic and environmental conditions along the route would
suggest it is a clear disincentive to walking/cycling.
Assessment of whether ‘major development’ At 3.85HA the site might typically yield 80
dwellings (assuming 70% developable area and
if in the AONB
30 DPH in line with other AONB locations).
Provisionally this is unlikely to result in major
development. However the quantum of
development identified by the promoter (180
dwellings) would almost always be classified as
major development in the AONB, and for the
reasons set out in the AONB Site Assessment
report, this would not be justified in terms of NPPF
116.
Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?
(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

No. Unjustified loss of employment land leading to
conflict with DM5.

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt
and it is not otherwise developable. As such, there
is no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt. The site should not be considered further.
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ASH17 – Land at Oak Tree Road, Marlow
1.29 This is a previously assessed site in the AONB and Green Belt (Green
Belt Part 2 site references SMA0085 and SMA0086). Although originally
promoted as two separate sites our existing evidence also considered
the issues arising from the combination of the two sites. The allocation
of this site was considered unacceptable in both Green Belt and AONB
terms. (The site also directly adjoins site ASH23, considered later in this
report.)
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1.30 Note: There is a typographical error in the published Green Belt Part 2
Site Proformas for this site (the missing word is underlined below). In
assessing ‘Purpose 2: Separation” there is a further comment (after the
formal assessment) which should read:
“It may also be noted that the allocation of this site would have a
profound impact in terms of the consolidation of Seymour Plain with
Marlow. Whilst Seymour Plain was not identified as a settlement in its
own right this relationship accentuates the loss of openness within the
Marlow – Marlow Bottom gap.”
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ASH18 – Heath End Farm, Flackwell Heath
1.31 This is part of the site previously assessed (and rejected) in the HELAA
and Green Belt Part 2 Assessment as SWC0070. The conclusions
drawn then are largely applicable to this portion of the site as well.
Indeed, dividing the site as now proposed would raise additional
obstacles in terms of the general extent of the Green Belt and providing
enduring boundaries.
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ASH19 – Land at Chapman Lane, Bourne End
1.32 This is essentially the same site previously assessed (and rejected) in
the HELAA and Green Belt Part 2 Assessment as SBE0048 (edged
blue). The conclusions drawn then are largely applicable to this extent
of site as well (edged red).
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ASH20 – Land at Ellis Way, Lane End, (Site 1)
ASH21 – Land at Ellis Way, Lane End, (Site 2)
1.33 These are two closely related sites in the AONB at Lane End. Taken
together these essentially comprise the same site previously assessed
(and rejected) in the HELAA and in the AONB Site Assessment report
as one site (SLE0026). Although they are in generally sustainable
location in a higher tier settlement the sites have a high arboricultural
and ecological value. When the HELAA was prepared, only the
southern portion was subject to a TPO (TPO 5/13) – subsequently a
TPO has been confirmed on the northern portion (In October 2017 TPO
12/17). The conclusions drawn then are largely applicable to this extent
of site as well.
1.34 Linked to this, substantial parts of the site have also been identified as
likely to be a habitat of principle importance (Lowland Mixed Deciduous
Woodland) subject to Sections 40 and 41 of the Natural Environment
and Rural Communities (NERC) Act of 2006. This adds further weight
to the previous conclusions that the site should be rejected.
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ASH22 – Little Studdridge, Stokenchurch
1.35 This site is an amalgamation of sites previously assessed (and rejected)
in the HELAA and AONB Site Assessment report (sites SSC039 and
SSC0050). The site has also been the subject of a recent (rejected)
planning application 17/05633/OUT. (No appeal has been submitted at
the time of writing.) Permission was refused for 7 reasons, most of
which would equally apply as conclusions to the possible allocation of
the site, amplifying the conclusions previously stated in the HELAA and
AONB site assessment reports4. In summary:
The proposal fails to conserve the landscape and natural beauty in this
Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and development of the site
would result in major development in the AONB.
The site is located in an area where the need to travel will be maximised due
to the lack of local facilities. However, the site lacks suitable access to
attractive, frequent and convenient non-car modes of travel.
There is some evidence of protected species present on the site, namely
Great Crested Newts and Dormice.

4

(The remaining reasons for refusal, relating to conflict with current policies for the location of development
and S106 issues such as affordable housing would not be directly relevant to whether the site should now be
allocated for development.)
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ASH23 – Land at Seymour Court Road (“Merlaue Rise”)
Marlow
1.36 This is a newly promoted site in the Green Belt and AONB that has not
previously been assessed. The site has been newly assessed using the
Green Belt Part 2 methodology (overleaf). This includes a general
assessment of suitability, including impacts on the AONB, and it sets
both the Green Belt and AONB reasons why this site should be rejected,
which include the fact that it would result in major development in the
AONB. (Note: This site also directly adjoins site ASH17, considered
earlier in this report.)
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH23

3HA

Land at Seymour Court Road (Merlaue Rise),
Marlow

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General area 43d lies north of Marlow and south and west of Marlow Bottom. The southern part of
43d contains a substantial built-up area of housing within the Green Belt. The topography rises from
the Thames to the south to Seymour Plain before dipping sharply to the non-Green Belt settlement of
Marlow Bottom. The area is washed over by the AONB. Overall the area functions strongly in
ensuring separation between Marlow and Marlow Bottom and relatively strongly in preserving
openness. It also makes a moderate contribution to preventing the outward sprawl of the Marlow
built-up area.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
The site is connected with the Marlow built-up
built-up areas
area which in this area is predominantly bordered
by uniform built development forming a strong
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
boundary.
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtThe current Green Belt status of this land is a
up area into open land, and serves as a barrier
main constraint on development here.
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
Score: a) Pass b) 3
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

The sites lies in the essential gap between Marlow
and Marlow Bottom. Taking account of the
existing patterns of development and the
underlying topography as well this site is probably
less important than the wooded valley side further
north / northeast. The fundamental question is
how important is this site to preventing the
neighbouring settlements from merging. In that
respect this site is at least moderately important.
Score: 3

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

It may also be noted that the allocation of this site
would have a profound impact in terms of the
consolidation of Seymour Plain with Marlow.
Whilst Seymour Plain was not identified as a
settlement in its own right this relationship
accentuates the loss of openness within the
Marlow – Marlow Bottom gap.
Site is entirely absent of built form, comprising
paddocks associated with Stowe Farm Stud and
Livery to the north. However, its small size and its
relationship with adjoining development to the
south means it does not have a strong unspoilt
rural character.

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

Score: 3
The land parcel does not abut an identified historic
settlement core and does not meet this Purpose.

Overall Score

Score: 0
Site scores moderately against NPPF purposes

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
Yes in general terms – but it would create an anomaly as it touches the existing housing at Seymour
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Plain (which is in the Green Belt).
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Seymour Court Road along the west side meets the NPPF tests, and the hedgerow along the short
eastern boundary would only require moderate mitigation. However, the long northern boundary to
the stud farm would need to be created afresh.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
There are no obvious alternatives to consider.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

Constraints:
Chilterns AONB.
No identified fluvial flood risks. Surface water mapping shows a low risk of surface water flooding. No
sequential issue but FRA and drainage strategy would be required.
No identified heritage issues.
No identified ecological issues.
Public footpath GMA/43/3 runs adjacent to the short eastern boundary.
Landscape Assessment
The Green Belt Assessment Continues after the Landscape Assessment (which begins overleaf).
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ASH23 – land off Seymour Court Road, Marlow.
The site is located off Seymour Court Road on the northern edge of Marlow town and
is made up of a rectangular field divided into smaller paddocks by post and rail fencing.
It forms part of a group of fields associated with the farm adjacent to the north-west.
It is on a valley side, sloping north-east to south-west down towards the road, with two
distinct steps through the centre. It is visually enclosed to the east and west by
hedgerows and trees, and to the south by housing. However, the elevated, sloping
topography facilitates some intervisibility from the upper slopes with the wider
landscape to the south-east and south-west, including Winter Hill on the other side of
the Thames valley. To the north, long views are curtailed by the adjacent farm
buildings and the mature roadside vegetation on rising ground further afield. There is
no public access onto the site but filtered views from the PRoW to the west and the
road to the east are available, through the vegetation. Clear views over the whole site
are available from the rears of the adjacent housing.
The site is dark with potential for some light spill from the adjacent housing. There is
some road noise from the adjacent road, along with intermittent aircraft noise from the
nearby airpark.
Extent of ASH23 with photograph viewpoints.

4

1

3

2
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Photograph 1: site slopes
upwards from the road

Photograph 2: historic bank and
hedgerow contributes to rural
character of road.

Photograph 3: PRoW along eastern
boundary.

Photograph 4: TPO’d trees and
hedgerow along PRoW filters views.

Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity: Medium
 Close views from PRoW and Seymour Court Rd filtered by wellestablished hedgerows/tree belt.
 Adjacent housing overlooks majority of site.
 Elevated, valley side location leads to increased sensitivity of higher
parts of site in longer views, particularly other side of Thames Valley
eg. Winter Hill.
 Inaccessible by the public

3.

Landscape Sensitivity: Medium
 Characteristic pasture field in agricultural landscape.
 Undulating topography, typical of valley location.
 Field forms part of wider medieval/pre historic coaxial field pattern
characteristic of AONB and LCA.
 Some urbanising influences from views of adjacent development, road
noise and aircraft noise.

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium (2+3)
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5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/High
 Site is beyond strong settlement edge formed by unbroken line of
housing.
 Characteristic of wider agricultural landscape and contributes to rural
setting of Marlow.
 Good vehicular connection with town but poor pedestrian links as no
footway.
 Good potential links with wider AONB footpath network via PRoW to
east.
 Forms part of existing landscape separation between Marlow and
nearby Seymour Plain housing to north-east.

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Med/High (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Urbanisation of Seymour Court Rd from highway upgrades, footways, views
into development etc.
 Loss/reduction of historic hedgerow and bank alongside Seymour Court Rd.
 Loss of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
 Loss of part of characteristic, historic field system.
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Potential impact of taller structures on views from wider landscape across
valley.
 Loss of rural outlook and the visual extension of town when seen from
adjacent road.
Potential impact on the AONB:
 Loss of part of a characteristic field and encroachment of settlement into
countryside in AONB.
Summary:
The assessment found the site to have LOW capacity for development which means
it could not accommodate areas of new development without a significant and
adverse impact on landscape character. Occasional, very small development may be
possible, providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and
character, and the sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas.
Although the site experiences some urbanising influences from views of the adjacent
housing and road/aircraft noise, it is surrounded on three other sides by fields and is
characteristic of the wider agricultural landscape, which contributes to the rural setting
of Marlow.
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There is no footway on Seymour Court Rd, so walking links from the eastern part of
the site with the town are very poor. The level of highway works required to rectify this,
as well as the creation of a vehicular access into the site, would have a significantly
adverse impact on the character of Seymour Court Road and the rural approach to
Marlow from the north.
There is potential to create walking links from the western part of the site to the PRoW
network into town (and the wider AONB), but these upper slopes are potentially more
visually sensitive. Although the site benefits from being relatively visually enclosed on
three sides, the sloping, valley side location leads to an increased sensitivity of the
upper slopes to taller structures, which could impact on wider views from across the
valley.
As it is not considered suitable for development, no landscape guidelines for
development are provided.

Green Belt Assessment Continued

Highway Considerations
Not assessed by Bucks CC
WDC Notes:
Promoter alludes to DMRB standard access – but no details provided. Given hedgerows at edge of
carriageway, any visibility splays are highly likely to have significant landscape impact. Lack of
footway on Seymour Park Road – no apparent space for additional footway proposed by promoter.
Only a limited daytime bus service.
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?
(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

The scale of the site in combination with the
adverse landscape impacts identified means that
allocation of this site would be likely to result in
major development in the AONB.
No – due mainly to the AONB impacts both in
terms of the major development issue and
immediate impacts on the green nature of
Seymour Park Road.
In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt
and it is not otherwise developable. As such, there
is no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt. The site should not be considered further.
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ASH24 – Land north of Berwick Road, Marlow
1.37 This is a newly promoted site in the Green Belt and AONB. The site has
been newly assessed using the Green Belt Part 2 methodology
(overleaf). This includes a general assessment of suitability, including
impacts on the AONB, and it sets out the various reasons why this site
should be rejected. (Note: This site directly adjoins the proposed
allocation MR6.)
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH24

1.1 HA

Land north of Berwick Road, Marlow

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General area 50a comprises 507ha north of Marlow and west of Marlow Bottom at the outer edge of
the Green Belt. It is entirely washed over by the AONB. Overall the area performs relatively strongly
in protecting the openness of the countryside and moderately in preventing sprawl. It makes a weak
contribution to separation between Lane End and Marlow.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
The site is connected with the Marlow built-up
built-up areas
area which in this area is predominantly bordered
by uniform built development forming a strong
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
boundary.
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
Score: a) Pass b) 3
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

This site is a very small part of a much larger gap
between Marlow and Lane End. Its contribution to
the separation of these two settlements is almost
negligible.
Score 1
Site is entirely absent of built form and whilst
proximity to the adjoining ribbon development has
some urbanising impact its character is also
influenced by the surrounding farmland. Overall it
has a strong unspoilt rural character.

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns

Score: 5
The land parcel does not abut an identified historic
settlement core and does not meet this Purpose.

Overall Score

Score: 0
Site scores strongly against NPPF purposes

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
Yes – the site would extend the existing built up area.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Berwick Road along the south west side meets the NPPF tests, and the hedgerows along the
remaining boundaries would only require moderate mitigation.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
The site abuts Local Plan site MR6 Seymour Court Road. However, amalgamating the two sites
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would not overcome the concerns so far identified.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

Constraints:
Chilterns AONB.
No identified fluvial flood risks. Surface water mapping shows a high risk of surface water flooding
across approximately 25% of the site. This raises a sequential test issues as well as a requirement for
an FRA and drainage strategy.
No identified heritage issues.
No identified ecological issues.
No PROW issues identified.
Landscape Assessment
The Green Belt Assessment Continues after the landscape assessment overleaf
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ASH24 – land off Berwick Road, Marlow.
The site is located off Berwick Road on the north-western side of Marlow town. The
end house of a line of ribbon development adjoins it on the southern boundary and
there are several houses across the road. It is a rectangular site made up of two fields
divided by a well-established hedgerow and separated from a larger field by a further
hedgerow. It is on the lower side in the base of a narrow valley and slopes downwards,
north to south, to the road. There is no public access but close views over the whole
site are available from Berwick Road. Filtered views of the upper, northern parts of
the site are possible from the PRoWs to the north and west.
The fields are surviving examples of medieval, possibly pre-historic coaxial enclosures
which have a sinuous, elongated layout dictated by the valley landform and are a
distinctive feature of the Chilterns AONB. The site is unlit with little light spill from the
adjacent housing and although there is some road noise from the B482 to the north
and aircraft noise form the airpark, neither is intrusive and the site has a tranquil
nature.
Extent of ASH24 with photograph viewpoints
6

5

3
4

2

1
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Photograph 1: Berwick Road is a
line of ribbon development extending
out into the countryside.

Photograph 2: views into the site
available all along Berwick Road.

Photograph 3: the site slopes from
north to south.

Photograph 4: the upper slopes in
the north are more visible from local
PRoW.

Photograph 5: views into the site
from north-east PRoW are filtered by
well-established hedgerows.

Photograph 6: longer views from
northern PRoW curtailed by landform
and vegetation.
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(Please refer to methodology in Appendix 3 for more detail.)
Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity: Medium/Low
 Close views over most of site from Berwick Rd, well used by walkers
accessing AONB footpath network, little used by vehicles.
 Filtered views of elevated, northern part from PRoW to north and west.
 Additional native planting could potentially provide further screening from
here.
 Screened from wider landscape by landform and mature hedgerows.

3.

Landscape Sensitivity: Medium
 Characteristic pasture field in agricultural landscape.
 Sloping topography, typical of valley location.
 Field forms part of wider medieval/pre historic coaxial field pattern
characteristic of AONB and LCA.
 Low level urbanising influence from housing adjacent and opposite and
some distant road and aircraft noise.

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium/Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/High
 Historically part of wider agricultural landscape, reflected in coaxial field
pattern, typical of Thames Valley LCA.
 Urban edge is very low key at this point, formed by end of ribbon
development which has extended along lane.
 Strongly perception of valley setting and shares characteristic features
with wider landscape.
 Good walking links to wider AONB via Berwick Road (rural lane).
 Well-established hedgerows provide good links with wider habitat
network,

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Med (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Loss of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
 Loss of part of characteristic, historic field system.
 Urbanising impact on rural character of Berwick Road.
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Impact on rural views from nearby PRoW.
 Impact on rural views of valley from Berwick Road.
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Potential impact on the AONB:
 Loss of part of a distinctive, historic field system characteristic of the Chilterns
AONB.
Summary:
The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/LOW capacity for development which
means it may be able to accommodate some development but it will be severely
constrained by the need to avoid any adverse impact on the landscape character and
providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character
and the sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas. There are significant
landscape constraints and therefore the key landscape and visual characteristics must
be retained and enhanced.
The landform and the well-established hedgerows lead to the site being visually
enclosed from the wider landscape, with the potential to mitigate the filtered views from
nearby PRoW with additional native planting. However, the rural character and views
from Berwick Road, a popular walking route to the wider AONB, would be adversely
affected by a large amount of development and there would be little opportunity to
mitigate this impact. Developing the whole site would also lead to the loss of a
distinctive and characteristic coaxial field and would also be uncharacteristic of the
adjoining settlement pattern.
The lower, southern corner is the most visually contained part of the site and is already
affected by existing housing adjacent and across the road. A small amount of
development might be possible in this corner, as an extension of the existing ribbon
development, without significant loss of landscape character or impact on close views.
Landscape guidelines for development:





Extend ribbon of housing along Berwick Lane to limit of existing on opposite
side of road.
Retain/provide native hedgerows and small trees along frontages where
possible to maintain habitat links.
Design houses using guidance in Chiltern Buildings Design guide to enhance
the overall quality of architecture in the locality.
Provide native tree planting around side and rear boundaries to provide
setting for housing and help soften impacts of new and existing development
on local views.



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape.



Avoid over engineered features and use materials that reflect the rural
character of the lane.



Use recessive colours for materials and any rendering to reduce visual impact
in local views.
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Green Belt Assessment Continued
Highway Considerations
Not assessed by Bucks CC
WDC Notes:
The visibility splays and additional footway suggested by the site promoter would necessitate the
removal of most of the existing hedgerow, which is highly likely to have significant landscape impact
Only a limited daytime bus service.
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?
(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)

Recommendation for Step 4

A site of 1.1 HA is unlikely to result in major
development in the AONB.
No. The landscape assessment would only
support a very much reduced site area and there
would be a sequential test objection in this area
on the basis of the information available on
surface water flood risk. This smaller area would
also increase the difficulty in achieving enduring
boundaries.
In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt
and it is not otherwise developable. As such, there
is no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt. The site should not be considered further.
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ASH25 – Land south of Lower Icknield Farm, Princes
Risborough
1.38 This site lies in open countryside beyond the Green Belt and AONB It
is a ‘plot sales’ site in multiple ownership which is newly promoted for
self-build housing. It was not previously assessed. A new HELAA pro
forma assessment (overleaf) identifies that the site is not in a
sustainable location for new housing and that it is within the proposed
strategic buffer envisaged to support the strategic expansion of Princes
Risborough (PR5).
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HELAA Site Assessment
Site Reference

SPR0099

Land south of Lower
Icknield Farm

Site size: 3.32ha

Source of site
Site Type
Site Status:
Suitability

Developer promoted Site – Regulation 19 - Publication Stage
Greenfield
Unsuitable

Unsuitable – site does not
adjoin or lie near to an existing
settlement. There is a poor
relationship to any built form
and therefore in an
unsustainable location.
Site is beyond the proposed
Princes Risborough expansion
area and in the proposed
strategic buffer.

SPR0099

No environmental constraints
within or adjoining the site.
SPR0081

SPR0083

AONB
N
Greenbelt
N
Allocation
N
Settlement Tier
None
SPR0086
Deliverability
Site is within multiple ownership with Apex Planning representing the landowners. Land is owned
by several landowners who intend to use the site for individual self-build opportunities.
Number of dwellings to be
delivered:
Source of dwelling numbers:

Gross: N/A

Net: N/A

Density: (leave for now)
SPR0073

e.g. from a dwelling application, work with Officers, density
multiplier etc.

Density Assumption

SPR0090
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ASH26 – Land at The Swilley, Wash Hill, Bourne End
1.39 This site was assessed (and rejected) in the published Green Belt Part
2 Assessment and HELAA (Site reference SWB0018). The conclusions
remain valid.
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ASH27 – Land at Bledlow Road, Saunderton
1.40 This site was incorrectly identified as falling within the Green Belt in the
published HELAA - it lies directly adjacent, not within. (Site reference
SRD0179). Notwithstanding this, applying the criteria in Table 2 of the
Central Bucks HELAA methodology, the site would in any case have
been rejected at stage 1 as it neither within or adjoining a settlement, or
a PDL site. In addition, the site lies within Bledlow-cum-Saunderton
Parish and housing at this site would conflict with this recently adopted
Neighbourhood Plan.
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ASH28 – Land north of Mill Lane, Monks Risborough
1.41 This location was assessed (and rejected) in the published HELAA (site
references SPR0073 and SPR0081). The current promotion is for a
larger site but the conclusions remain valid.
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ASH29 – Land at Old Moor Lane, Wooburn Moor
1.42 This site was assessed (and rejected) in the published HELAA and Part
2 Green Belt assessments (site references SWG0026). The
conclusions remain valid.
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ASH30 – Land off Church Road, Lane End
1.43 This location was assessed (and rejected) in the published HELAA and
AONB Site Assessments report (site references SLE0029). The
conclusions are applicable to this site extent as well.
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ASH31 – Land off Shootacre Lane, Princes Risborough
1.44 This site was assessed (and rejected) in the Green Belt Part 2
Assessment (site reference SPR0085). As such it should have also
been included in the list of rejected sites in the HELAA. The conclusions
remain valid.
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ASH32 – Land off Kingsley Drive, Marlow Bottom
1.45 A marginally larger site was assessed (and rejected) in the Green Belt
Part 2 Assessment and HELAA (site reference SMB0011). The
conclusions remain valid.
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ASH33 – Land off Holtspur Avenue, Wooburn Green
1.46 This site was assessed (and rejected) in the published HELAA and Part
2 Green Belt assessments (site references SWG0028). The
conclusions remain valid.
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ASH34 – Land off Wood Farm (eastern portion),
Stokenchurch
1.47 This location was assessed and rejected in the AONB Site Assessment
report and HELAA (part of site SSC0049). The conclusions remain
valid.
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ASH35 – Land off Penn Road, Hazlemere
1.48 This site was assessed and rejected in the Green Belt Part 2
Assessment and HELAA (site reference SHZ0030). The conclusions
remain valid.
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ASH36 – Land at Amersham Road (part), Hazlemere
1.49 This is one part of the proposed plan site HW8. It appears that the
promoter is in essence seeking a self-contained allocation as a
response to the requirement for a comprehensive approach in HW8. A
comprehensive approach to planning the site is considered necessary
due to the scale of the site and its infrastructure requirements, and the
ecological and surface water drainage issues affecting the site.
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ASH37 – Wycliffe Centre, Horsley Green
1.50 This is a part-PDL site in the Green Belt and AONB. Although subject
to previous planning permissions, this is newly promoted for removal
from the Green Belt. The site has not been previously assessed as part
of the plan making process, but our new assessment work (overleaf)
shows that it would not be appropriate to remove the site from the Green
Belt.
1.51 The site is already included in the HELAA/SA as a deliverable site but
only on the basis of the previously consented development. The
permission referenced in the HELAA has since expired unimplemented,
but the site now benefits from a more recent planning permission for
“Demolition of all existing buildings and redevelopment of a supported
living community providing 169 units comprising 115 supported living
units, 24 care suites and 30 dementia care suite units, clubhouse
incorporating community facilities” (17/07241/FUL). As at 19/2/18 there
is one further pending application pending for an alternative forms of
care based residential development 17/07241/FUL. This all indicates
that the site is suitable for a substantial quantum of residential
development without removal from the Green Belt. However, the site is
not considered a sustainable location for open market housing.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASH37

10 ha

The Wycliffe Centre, Horsley Green

37

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General Area 37 is located to the west of High Wycombe and adjoins Stokenchurch to the northwest
and Lane End to the south-east. It is bounded to the north by the A40 (Wycombe Road), to the east
by Bullocks Farm Lane, to the south by the M40 Motorway, and to the north-west by the settlement of
Stokenchurch.
The area performs strongly in respect of safeguarding the countryside from encroachment, and
moderately in terms of preventing neighbouring towns from merging. The parcel is not located
adjacent to a major settlement and therefore does not perform the function of preventing towns from
merging.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
This site does not adjoin a large built-up area.
built-up areas
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtup area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging
(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment
(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns
Overall Score

a) Fail
b) Score 0

This site makes a negligible contribution to
separation. Score 1
Although a large part of the site is PDL, the
relatively low intensity of development, and the
influence of surrounding land uses lend the site a
semi-urban character. Score 2
Not applicable
Score 0
The site performs relatively weakly in meeting
Green Belt purposes.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
No. This site is remote from any existing non-Green Belt built-up area and its removal from the Green
Belt would result in an incongruous hole in the GB.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Only in part. The site is bounded by woodland to north and west but the remaining boundaries would
require significant mitigation to create enduring features.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
There are no obvious alternatives that would overcome these issues.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.
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Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

The site benefits from a recent planning permission for “Demolition of all existing buildings and
redevelopment of a supported living community providing 169 units comprising 115 supported living
units, 24 care suites and 30 dementia care suite units, clubhouse incorporating community facilities”
(17/07241/FUL). As at 19/2/18 there is one further pending application pending for an alternative
forms of care based residential development 17/07241/FUL. This all indicates that the site is suitable
for a substantial quantum of residential development without removal from the Green Belt. However,
the site is not considered a sustainable location for open market housing.
Landscape Assessment
Not separately assessed
Highway Considerations
Not separately assessed
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

The site extends to almost 10 HA and if the Green
Belt status was removed, it might be expected to
yield circa 210 dwellings (assuming 70%
developable area and 30dph). Even on a site with
a significant proportion of PDL, this would typically
be classified as ‘major development in the AONB’
by reason of scale alone. For the reasons set out
in the AONB Site Assessment report, this would
also render the allocation of this site unsuitable.

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

No. Major development in the AONB and an
unsustainable location for open market housing.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt
and it is not otherwise developable. As such, there
is no reasonable likelihood of exceptional
circumstances to release the site from the Green
Belt. The site should not be considered further.
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ASE1 – White Hill, Wooburn Moor
1.52 This is a Green Belt site newly promoted in general terms for
employment development. It has been assessed according to the
Green Belt Part 2 methodology (overleaf). This is a critical Green Belt
site separating High Wycombe and Beaconsfield. It is not suitable for
allocation.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASE 1

3.79 ha

White Hill, Wooburn Moor

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General Area 53a is located to the south of Beaconsfield and the east of High Wycombe (Loudwater
/ Wooburn Green). It is bound to the north by the A40 (White Hill), to the south by the M40, and to the
west by Watery Lane.
The area performs strongly in preventing the merging of neighbouring towns, performs moderately in
preventing urban sprawl and moderately in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
This site lies a short distance from two separate
built-up areas
large built-up-areas (High Wycombe and
Beaconsfield) but is not directly connected to
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
either one.
distinct large built-up areas.
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builta) Fail
up area into open land, and serves as a barrier
b) Score 0
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment
(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns
Overall Score

This site bridges approximately half of the circa
500 metre gap between High Wycombe (to the
west) and Beaconsfield (to the east). The area of
Green Belt that includes the site performs strongly
in preventing neighbouring towns from merging
and this site is a major contributor to this.
Score 5
Overall, this site has a semi-urban character.
Score 2
Not applicable
Score 0
The site performs strongly.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
No. The site is not connected to any built-up area and its removal would result in an incongruous hole
in the green belt.
Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
Mostly yes.
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
No obvious alternatives.
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.
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Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

The only likely environmental constraint would be air quality, both in terms of the air quality at the site
and the impact on the adjoining AQMA.
Landscape Assessment
Not assessed.
Highway Considerations
Not assessed – although the proximity to the A40/M40 would suggest a full assessment would be
needed if the site was to be considered further.
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

The site is not in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

If this site was considered capable of removal
from the Green Belt, further assessment of
transport and air quality impacts would be
required to determine whether it was otherwise
developable.

(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

In the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, this
site is not capable of removal from the Green Belt.
Even if it could be shown to be otherwise
developable there is no reasonable likelihood of
exceptional circumstances to release the site from
the Green Belt. The site should not be considered
further.
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ASE2 to ASE7 Marlow Gravel Pits
1.53 This section of the report deals with a number of adjoining sites in the
Green Belt to the east of Marlow. There are two separate promoters:



ASE2 – Newtown Pits
ASE3 to ASE7 – 5 parcels of land in the same ownership at
Westhorpe Park

1.54 Sites ASE3 ASE4 and ASE5 were assessed (and rejected) in the Green
Belt Part 2 Assessment and HELAA (site reference BL0001). The
landowner is now also promoting sites ASE6 and ASE 7 as part of a
delivery package for the Country Park (emerging Policy RUR4) Site
ASE2 is newly promoted (for commercial indoor and outdoor recreation
uses).
1.55 The sites are prominent in the setting of the AONB and within an area
proposed for a County Park (RUR4). Due to the evolution and close
relationship of these promotions the Council felt it appropriate to further
review, firstly the landscape impacts, and secondly the Green Belt
implications relating to these sites.
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Landscape Overview – Marlow Gravel Pits (West)
1.56 Sites ASE2 to ASE7 occupy part of the Thames valley floor located on
the north side of the river between the urban area of Marlow to the west
and Well End / Bourne End to the East, with the smaller settlement of
Little Marlow in between. This area is often referred to as the Little
Marlow Gravel Pits area. The undulating southern slopes of the Chiltern
Hills form gently-rising countryside to the north/northeast, while the
steeper wooded scarp slope at the southern edge of the River Thames
is the start of countryside south of the river.

Landscape Character
1.57 This area lies within the Thames Floodplain landscape character area
(Wycombe District Landscape Character Assessment 2011, LCA 26.1).
The landscape comprises essentially flat open agricultural land, fields
divided by post-and-rail fences and hedgerows with trees scattered
along hedgerows and waterways, but woodland is sparse. This open
landscape affords some long-distance views, particularly to the higher
sloping topography to the north.
1.58

Much of this area is former sand and gravel workings that have been
restored to agricultural land and lakes. Some areas of former gravel
workings that have been infilled and restored back to agricultural land
remain unmanaged, supporting rough grassland and invading scrub,
while the restored margins of lakes typically support young and semimature trees.

1.59 Westhorpe House is a Grade II Listed Building with a modern extension
to the rear, most recently in use for offices, surrounded by trees that
limit its outlook to the north and west in particular. A static caravan park
occupies the former walled garden and orchard adjoining the house and
partially overlooks land to the north and east.
1.60

Immediately south and east of Westhorpe House is the Westhorpe
Water Sports centre, a private club that makes use of the three
adjoining lakes for activities alongside a small amount of
camping/caravanning. A lake at the southern part of this area also
supports private water sports and has the Crowne Plaza hotel
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overlooking its eastern edge. All benefit from a screen of trees to the
north.
1.61

A running and athletics centre occupies part of the northern side of this
area, while a large sewage works occupies the centre of this area, east
of Westhorpe House and south of Little Marlow.

1.62

The presence of Westhorpe House, the caravan park, water sports
centre, hotel, athletics track and sewage works are all small instances
of development that have slight urbanising effects on the character of
this area, but which remains fundamentally open countryside. It is
designated as a country park in the current adopted Local Plan (2004)
there is also a Little Marlow Lakes Country Park SPG (WDC 2002) and
already supports passive and formal land- and water-based leisure
activities.

1.63 The land is designated Green Belt and, while it has no landscaperelated designation itself, it adjoins and is overlooked by the southern
edge of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB),
immediately north of the A4155, while an Area of Special Landscape
Importance (Windsor & Maidenhead) describes the wooded and
elevated scarp south of the River Thames that also overlooks this area.
1.64 Public Rights-of-Way occur throughout this area. Principal routes
include The Thames Path (National Trail) along the northern edge of
the River Thames, and the Chiltern Way which follows a more elevated
route through the Chilterns AONB to the north and along the scarp
above the Thames to the south. Of local significance is the well-used
Public Right of Way (footpath LMA/20/1) between Marlow and Little
Marlow, running through the middle of this area, while other nearby
public footpaths make their way around some of the lakes and weave
their way through the countryside to the north, east and south.

Visibility
1.65

Views from within the western half this area, between Marlow and Little
Marlow, occur primarily from the public footpath (LMA/20/1) running
east-west through the centre, including an elevated vantage point
where it crosses the A404 by way of a footbridge. Views are relatively
open to the north of this footpath, across fields to the A4155 and the
Chilterns AONB beyond. South of the footpath, views are more
intermittent, extending across open fields or catching glimpses of lakes
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surrounded by trees. The backdrop in such views is the wooded scarp
slope south of the River Thames.
1.66

Glimpsed views into parts of the Little Marlow Gravel Pits area are
available from the public footpath network within the elevated southern
edge of the Chilterns AONB north of the A4155, though not apparently
from the Chilterns Way. Larger fields are visible through/beyond
intervening trees, notably the western part of the Marlow Gravel Pits

1.67

Open views to parts of this area occur from the A404 southbound
approaching the junction with the A4155 and northbound crossing the
River Thames. Open views occur from the A4155 along the northern
boundary of the western portion of this area, while further east dense
trees screen views into this area.

1.68

There are panoramic views from Winter Hill encompassing the Thames
floodplain below and Chiltern Hills (AONB) beyond, extending to Marlow
in the west, Little Marlow and the edges of Bourne End to the east. This
vantage point is also a popular walking route and includes part of the
Chiltern Way (southern loop). Views incorporate much of the Little
Marlow Gravel Pits area, notably the western section, though trees on
the scarp slope below Winter Hill partially screen those parts closer to
the River Thames.
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View 1 from public right of way north of Marlow Gravel Pits in the Chilterns AONB.

View 2 from public right of way northwest of Marlow Gravel Pits in the Chilterns AONB.
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View 3 southeast into site ASE3 from the A4155 adjoining the site. (source: © Google Streetview)

View 4 from within the site towards Westhorpe House, which lies behind a screen of trees. (source:
Wycombe District Council)
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View 5 from public right-of-way LMA/20/1 south of the athletics centre looking west. (source:
Wycombe District Council)

View 6 from public right-of-way LMA/20/1 south of the athletics centre looking south. (source:
Wycombe District Council)
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View 7 from public right-of-way LMA/20/1 crossing the A404, looking northeast towards the
Chilterns AONB. (source: Wycombe District Council)

View 8 from public right-of-way LMA/20/1 crossing the A404, looking south towards Winter Hill.
(source: Wycombe District Council)
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View 9 looking northeast across the lake adjoining the Crowne Plaza Hotel. (source: Wycombe
District Council)

View 10 from Winter Hill looking north across the Thames Valley to the Chilterns AONB. (source:
Wycombe District Council)
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LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE2 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Nearby
No
No
No
No
Nearby
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor; lake (former gravel pit); bund (~2m high) to
southern boundary.
Scrub, young and mature trees; small pocket of amenity grass.
Lake and clubhouse for water sports; potential future use as
temporary car park
Post and rail fence; close-boarded fence, remnant hedgerows.
A404 / Globe Business Park; Crowne Plaza Hotel; Marlow Rugby
Club; railway line; trees/scrub and rough grassland; lakes.
Marlow town to west; Little Marlow village to northeast; Cookham
Dean & surrounds above scarp to south.
Public footpath nearby to north (MAW/16/2 and LMA/20/1); public
footpaths nearby to south (MAW/19/1; MAW/1/4 and MAW/1/5);
other PRoWs more distant to south in particular.
Lake in use for water sports; leisure use of adjoining hotel; walking
on nearby footpaths.
Overlooked from footpaths immediately to north, including bridge
over A404; glimpses from A404 through trees; views from grounds
of adjacent hotel; glimpses towards site from footpaths to south
along Thames; panoramic views from Winter Hill to south
incorporating parts of the site.
View to A404 and edge of Marlow Town (Marlow International
Business Park); views to adjacent hotel and grounds; glimpsed views
south to wooded scarp slope above River Thames.
None.

Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses
Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way

Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

ASE2 comprises a lake bordered by trees with an area of scrubby
disturbed land along its southern margin – it is a former sand and
gravel pit. A small jetty, clubhouse and area of amenity grass serve a
local water sports club. The site has been put forward for potential
employment / recreational development.
Most of the land within the site is covered in young trees and scrub,
with more mature trees occurring at the lake margins. An area of
more open ground in the southwest corner near the site entrance
has been proposed for use as a temporary car park to serve the
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adjoining business park in the short term and the proposed country
park in the medium to long term. The site forms part of a much
wider area of lakes and fields proposed as a country park.
A perimeter bund approximately 2.0 metres high lines the southern
margins of the site and, in conjunction with scrub/shrubs growing
on it, encloses and screens views from close quarters. Trees along
the remaining site margins partially or completely obscure views
into the site from the lands immediately adjoining. There are
glimpses of the site from the adjacent A404 through the trees and
clearer views into the site from the elevated public footpath at the
bridge crossing the A404. There appears to be glimpses to the
southern edge of the site from public footpaths to the south of the
site along the north bank of the River Thames
There are intermittent elevated views across the site from Winter
Hill, approximately 800m to the south, from where the site forms
part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB and Thames Valley.
While the site is enclosed with limited inward views, it contributes
to the openness of a predominantly undeveloped landscape
character in a wider context and from elevated vantage points.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Overlooked from an adjoining well-used public right of way
immediately to the north (at footbridge) with views south to
the wooded scarp above the River Thames;
 Glimpsed views into and across the site from the A404.
 Glimpsed views towards site from paths along the Thames.
 Occupies fore/middle-ground in views to the Chilterns AONB
from the wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the relative darkness of the countryside
occupied by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to
the north.
Landscape attributes
 Site is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Lakes and wooded margins are an uncommon and valuable
landscape feature in the district, key elements of the future
country park;
 Significant urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
principally the A404 dual carriageway with Marlow beyond it;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the adjacent hotel,
also the caravan park at Westhorpe House and athletics track
nearby;
 Established outdoor recreational uses on water and land
nearby benefit from an attractive landscape setting.
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Wider landscape attributes
 Lies close to Chilterns AONB and Thames river corridor,
provides part of the setting to both;
 It is a unique landscape in this area on account of the open
lakes;
 Contributes to an intact open countryside link between the
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
 Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
 Occupies a prominent position in important amenity views
from Winter Hill along the Thames Valley and north to the
Chilterns AONB.
Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).
Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon the Marlow Gravel Pits area
have already weakened its countryside character, though it remains
predominantly rural in character; it is vulnerable to further
urbanising influences that might fragment it or expand adjoining
areas into it that are predominantly urban.
Employment uses on this site might typically comprise ‘B’ class uses,
industrial buildings of simple form and metal construction and often
large in scale. The nature of operating such sites tends to include
large areas of hard-standing and lighting at night.
Interest has also been expressed in developing a leisure use for this
site, including a 4000 square metre indoor activities centre, while
also making use of the adjoining lakes for further recreation.
Indications are a building height in the region of 15-20 metres would
be required.
The character and visibility of new development such as those
outlined above is likely to have a significant urbanising effect upon
the site and surrounding area and would significantly harm the
character and visual amenity of the surrounding countryside,
including local views from nearby public rights of way, glimpsed
views from the A404, views from the adjacent hotel complex, for
those using neighbouring recreational sites and in views towards the
Chilterns AONB from the Area of Special Landscape Value on the
southern scarp slope above the River Thames. As the A404 currently
marks a clear edge to the built-up area of Marlow, new
development here would appear to breach that strong boundary
and encroach into this predominantly rural area. Depending on the
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scale of development, any infilling of the lake would be detrimental
to its recreational and landscape value. Development of the site
would also be harmful to the future establishment and amenity of a
country park in this location.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.
Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south. (source: © Bing Maps)
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Illustrative site photo(s)

View northeast across lake from near clubhouse, to wooded lake margin and beyond. Hotel is to
right, out of shot, partially screened by trees (source: WDC)

View from clubhouse across lake along western boundary, which comprises young trees on the road
embankment (source: WDC)
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Access track and scrub within the southern part of the site (source: WDC).

Open ground inside site entrance, which is proposed as a temporary car park for the nearby business
park (source: WDC)
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Elevated view from the footbridge over the A404 immediately north of the site, which lies left of the
road in this view (source: WDC)

View from Winter Hill with a relatively clear view of the lake (left) and a partial view of the land to
the south (source: WDC)
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LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE3 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Adjacent
No
No
No
No
Adjacent
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses
Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor; perimeter bund to site.
Rough grassland, invading scrub, mature hedges and trees
Distinctive belt of poplar trees along northern boundary
Post and wire fence; hedgerow to eastern boundary.
Kennels and exercise area, pasture / rough grassland, athletics track
Marlow town to west; Little Marlow village to east.
Public right of way (footpath) along southern boundary, extending
east and west; other PRoWs more distant to north and south.
Public footpath adjoining with views north and south; athletics track
nearby.
From nearby public footpath; from A404 to north (southbound and
at junction); from A4155 adjoining to north; glimpsed views from
PRoWs within countryside to north (AONB); glimpsed panoramic
views from Winter Hill to south, encompassing site.
View to A404 and edge of Marlow Town (Marlow International
Business Park); views north to countryside at Chilterns AONB; views
south to adjoining land and to wooded scarp slope above River
Thames.
None.

Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

ASE3 comprises a large field of rough grassland with invading scrub,
bounded to the north and west by the access road to Westhorpe
House and caravan park, to the east by the access road to
Westhorpe Farm and water sports centre, and to the south by Public
Right-of-Way LMA/20/1. The site has been put forward for potential
employment development.
Vegetation other than rough grassland is sparse within the site. A
hedgerow separates the site from the road to the east and appears
to be the principal source of invading scrub. A dense screen of
evergreen trees lines the opposite side of the road, within the
adjoining athletics centre site, and is slightly incongruous in this
predominantly rural landscape. Occasional deciduous trees occur
along the site's eastern margin and along the western margin
adjoining the access road to Westhorpe House and caravan park. A
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distinctive line of mature Lombardy Poplar trees has been
established along the northern boundary while there is no planting
of significance along the southern boundary.
A perimeter bund approximately 1.5-2.0 metres high makes this
field somewhat enclosed from close quarters but nonetheless, the
site contributes significantly to the openness of the local landscape
in a wider context.
The evergreen 'cypress' trees just beyond the eastern boundary are
somewhat out of character with a rural landscape such as this but
provide a strong visual screen to the site from the east.
The distinctive regular line of tall narrow poplar trees at the
northern boundary draws a degree of attention to the site but offers
limited screening to views beneath and between the trees, allowing
filtered views into the site from the Chilterns AONB to the north,
from the adjoining A4155 and from the A404 southbound approach
to the junction with the A4155.
The largely un-vegetated western and southern boundaries afford
open views across the site from the access road to Westhorpe
House and caravan park, and from the public footpath adjoining the
site and approaching it from the west. While there is intervisibility
between the site and some buildings within the Marlow
International Business Park, ground level views from the park and
adjoining A404 appear to be screened by trees adjoining the
highway.
There are intermittent elevated open views across the site from
Winter Hill, approximately 1.5km to the south, from where the site
forms part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB beyond it.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Screening to the east from evergreen trees on neighbouring
site.
 Overlooked from an adjoining well-used public right of way
with views north to Chilterns AONB and south to the wooded
scarp above the River Thames;
 Clear views into and across the site from the A404
southbound and A4155 adjoining, both north of the site.
 Clear views into and across the site from the access road
approach to Westhorpe House (Grade II Listed), though there
appears to be no significant direct view between Westhorpe
House and the site.
 Occupies middle-ground in views between Chilterns AONB
and wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the darkness of the countryside occupied
by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to the north.
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Landscape attributes
 Field is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Limited mature trees/vegetation within the site and at its
perimeter;
 Significant urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
notably the edge of Marlow town and the A404 dual
carriageway;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the hotel, athletics
track and caravan park at Westhorpe House;
 Established outdoor recreational uses on water and land
nearby benefit from an attractive landscape setting.
Wider landscape attributes
 Lies adjacent to Chilterns AONB and provides part of its
immediate setting;
 It is a unique landscape in this area on account of the open
lakes, the site being part of the setting of these lakes;
 Contributes to an intact open countryside link between
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
 Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
 Occupies a prominent position in important amenity views
from Winter Hill along the Thames Valley and north to the
Chilterns AONB, and from the Chilterns AONB to the Thames
corridor.
Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).
Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon this area have already weakened
its countryside character, though it remains predominantly rural in
character; it is vulnerable to further urbanising influences that might
fragment it or expand adjoining areas into it that are predominantly
urban.
Employment uses on this site would comprise ‘B’ class uses, typically
industrial buildings of simple form and metal construction, often
large in scale; the nature of operating such sites tends to include
larger areas of hard-standing and lighting at night.
The character and visibility of new employment uses at this location
is likely to have a significant urbanising effect upon the site and
surrounding area and would significantly harm the character and
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visual amenity of the surrounding countryside, including local views
from the adjoining public right of way, for those using neighbouring
recreational sites, in views across the Thames valley from the A404
and A4155 and in views between the Chilterns AONB and the Area
of Special Landscape Value on the southern scarp slope above the
River Thames. As the A404 currently marks a clear edge to the builtup area of Marlow, new development here would appear to breach
that strong boundary and encroach into this predominantly rural
area. Development of the site in this manner would also be harmful
to the future establishment and amenity of a country park in this
location.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.

Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south. (source: © Bing Maps)
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Illustrative site photo(s)

View of site ASE3 from the public right of way LMA/20/1 at its junction with the access/approach to
Westhorpe House. (source: WDC) Continued below …

View east along public right of way LMA/20/1 south of site ASE3, which lies to the left in this view.
The evergreen trees in both views above lie just beyond the site’s eastern boundary. (source: WDC)
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View northeast to site ASE3 from public right of way LMA/20/1. The site lies in front of the line of
evergreen trees. (source: WDC).

View southeast into site ASE3 from the A4155 adjoining the site. Mature poplar trees at the site’s
northern boundary filter views into the site. (source: © Google Streetview)
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Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE4 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Nearby
No
No
No
No
Adjacent
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor.
Rough grassland, invading scrub, mature hedges and trees
Pasture.
Post and wire fence, hedgerow, brick wall.
Westhorpe House, static caravan park, access road, dwellings,
Westhorpe Farm / Watersports Centre, rough grassland/pasture.
Marlow town to west; Little Marlow village to east.
Public right of way (footpath) along northern boundary, extending
east and west; other PRoWs more distant to north and south.
Public footpath adjoining with views north and south; athletics track
nearby; watersports on nearby lakes; caravan leisure adjacent.
From nearby public footpath; more distant glimpses from A404 to
north (southbound and at junction) and from A4155 adjoining to
north; glimpsed views from PRoWs within countryside to north
(AONB); glimpsed panoramic views from Winter Hill to south,
encompassing site.
Glimpses towards nearby main roads and edge of Marlow town;
distant glimpses of Chilterns AONB (north) and ridge line above
River Thames (south).
None.

Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way
Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

Site ASE4 comprises a modest-sized field of rough grassland,
bounded to the north by Public Right-of-Way LMA/20/1 and to the
east by the access road to Westhorpe Farm / Watersports Centre. A
small cluster of houses surrounded by trees define the southern
edge of the site. A static caravan park occupies the former walled
garden and orchard of Westhorpe House, both of which define the
site’s southern/western boundary. The site has been identified as
‘potential country park’ associated with proposals to develop land
to the north for employment uses.
Vegetation other than rough grassland is sparse within the site. A
hedgerow marks the site’s eastern boundary with a more
substantial mature hedgerow reinforcing the opposite side of the
access road to Westhorpe Watersports Centre, screening the site
from the east. Fragmented remnants of a hedgerow mark the site’s
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northern boundary, affording views to the adjoining public right of
way LMA/20/1 and to site ASE3 to the north, with filtered views into
the Chilterns AONB further north again. Mature trees surrounding
Westhorpe House and Farm largely screen views across these
boundaries.
There are intermittent elevated open views across the site from
Winter Hill, approximately 1.5km to the south, from where the site
forms part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB beyond it.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Screening to the east from mature hedgerow on neighbouring
site.
 Overlooked from an adjoining well-used public right of way
with views north to Chilterns AONB and south to the wooded
scarp above the River Thames;
 Filtered views into and across the site from the A404
southbound and A4155 adjoining, both north of the site.
 Clear views into and across the site from the access road
approach to Westhorpe House (Grade II Listed), with glimpsed
direct views between Westhorpe House itself and the site.
 Occupies middle-ground in views between Chilterns AONB
and wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the darkness of the countryside occupied
by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to the north.
Landscape attributes
 Field is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Limited mature trees/vegetation within the site and at its
perimeter;
 Significant urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
notably the adjoining caravan park; more distantly there is
also the edge of Marlow town and the A404 dual carriageway;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the hotel and
athletics track;
 Established outdoor recreational uses on water and land
nearby benefit from an attractive landscape setting.
Wider landscape attributes
 Lies close to the Chilterns AONB and provides part of its
immediate setting;
 It is part of a unique landscape in this area on account of the
open lakes, the site being part of the setting of these lakes;
 Contributes to an intact open countryside link between
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
 Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
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Occupies a prominent position in important amenity views
from Winter Hill along the Thames Valley and north to the
Chilterns AONB, and from the Chilterns AONB to the Thames
corridor.

Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).
Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon this area have already weakened
its countryside character, though it remains predominantly rural in
character; it is vulnerable to further urbanising influences that might
fragment it or expand adjoining urban areas into it.
Proposed employment uses on neighbouring land north of the site
would comprise ‘B’ class uses, typically industrial buildings of simple
form and metal construction, often large in scale; the nature of
operating such sites tends to include larger areas of hard-standing
and lighting at night. The character and visibility of those
employment uses on neighbouring land (ASE3 and ASE5) is likely to
have a significant urbanising effect upon this site (ASE4),
significantly harming the character and visual amenity of the site
and local views from the adjoining public right of way, intruding
upon and obscuring views from the site to the AONB to the north.
In the context of nearby development, the site would become part
of a landscape buffer between Westhorpe House / caravan park and
proposed development to the north; there is also a suggestion that
the site might accommodate a car park for the country park.
As the A404 currently marks a clear edge to the built-up area of
Marlow, new development on the neighbouring lands would appear
to breach that strong boundary and encroach into this
predominantly rural area, where retention of this site (ASE4) as
open space would do little to mitigate those adverse impacts on
landscape character and visual amenity. Fragmentation of the site
and surrounding lands between pockets of development would also
be harmful to the future establishment and amenity of a country
park in this location.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.
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Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south. (source: © Bing Maps)
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Illustrative site photo(s)

View of site ASE4 from the public right of way LMA/20/1 at its junction with the access/approach to
Westhorpe House. (source: WDC) Continued below …

View along the entrance road to the static caravan park at Westhorpe House, with the site
comprising the grass field partially visible to the left. (source: Wycombe District Council)
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View south across the site from public right of way LMA/20/1 towards Westhorpe Farm and
Watersports Centre (largely screened from view). The wooded ridge at Winter Hill forms the distant
skyline. (source: Wycombe District Council)

View from the A4155 southeast into site ASE3 with site ASE4 beyond. Mature poplar trees at the
site’s northern boundary filter views into the site. (source: © Google Streetview)
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LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE5 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Nearby
No
No
No
No
Adjacent
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses
Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor.
Rough grassland, occasional mature hedges and trees
Rough pasture.
Post and wire fence, remnant hedgerow.
Kennels and exercise area, pasture / rough grassland, lake.
Marlow town to immediate west; Little Marlow village to east.
Public right of way (footpath) along southern boundary, extending
east and west; other PRoWs more distant to north and south.
Public footpath adjoining with views north; birdwatching at lake.
From adjacent public footpath and nearby footbridge; filtered views
from A4040 and A4155 nearby to west/north; glimpsed views from
PRoWs within countryside to north (AONB); glimpsed panoramic
views from Winter Hill to south, encompassing site.
View to A404 and edge of Marlow Town (Marlow International
Business Park); views north to countryside at Chilterns AONB;
glimpsed views south to wooded scarp slope above River Thames.
None.

Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

ASE5 comprises a field of rough grassland with the beginnings of
invading scrub, bounded to the east by the access road to
Westhorpe House and caravan park, to the north by a smaller open
field used to exercise dogs (kennels), to the west by vegetation
along the adjoining A404, and to the south by a lake. The site has
been put forward for potential employment development.
Vegetation other than rough grassland is sparse within the site,
confined to occasional mature trees and remnant hedgerows. The
site forms part of a matrix of open fields in this north-western
quarter of Marlow Gravel Pits.
The largely un-vegetated boundaries afford open views across the
site from the public footpath adjoining the site and approaching it
from the east and west, extending to the adjoining site ASE3 to the
east; there are also open views from the access road to Westhorpe
House. Westhorpe House lies close by, from where there is only a
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narrow view from the house through the gateway onto the site.
Otherwise a dense screen of trees and shrubs screen views between
the site and Westhorpe House.
While there is intervisibility between the site and some buildings
within the Marlow International Business Park, ground level views
from the park and adjoining A404 appear to be largely screened by
trees adjoining the highway.
There are intermittent elevated open views across the site from
Winter Hill, approximately 1.5km to the south, from where the site
forms part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB beyond it.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Open views across the site from several directions;
 Overlooked from an adjoining well-used public right of way
with views north to Chilterns AONB and south to the wooded
scarp above the River Thames;
 Glimpsed views into and across the site from theA404 and
A4155 west/north of the site.
 Clear views into and across the site from the access road
approach to Westhorpe House (Grade II Listed), though there
is only a brief partial direct view between Westhorpe House
and the site.
 Occupies middle-ground in views between Chilterns AONB
and wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the darkness of the countryside occupied
by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to the north.
Landscape attributes
 Field is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Limited mature trees/vegetation within the site and at its
perimeter;
 Significant urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
notably the edge of Marlow town and the A404 dual
carriageway;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the hotel, athletics
track and caravan park at Westhorpe House;
 Established outdoor recreational uses on water and land
nearby benefit from an attractive landscape setting.
Wider landscape attributes
 Lies close to the Chilterns AONB and provides part of its
immediate setting;
 It is a unique landscape in this area on account of the open
lakes, the site being part of the setting of these lakes;
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Contributes to an intact open countryside link between
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
Occupies a prominent position in important amenity views
from Winter Hill along the Thames Valley and north to the
Chilterns AONB, and from the Chilterns AONB to the Thames
corridor.

Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).
Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon this area have already weakened
its countryside character, though it remains predominantly rural in
character; it is vulnerable to further urbanising influences that might
fragment it or expand adjoining areas into it that are predominantly
urban.
Employment uses on this site would comprise ‘B’ class uses, typically
industrial buildings of simple form and metal construction, often
large in scale; the nature of operating such sites tends to include
larger areas of hard-standing and lighting at night.
The character and visibility of new employment uses at this location
is likely to have a significant urbanising effect upon the site and
surrounding area and would significantly harm the character and
visual amenity of the surrounding countryside, including local views
from the adjoining public right of way, for those using neighbouring
recreational sites, in views across the Thames valley from the A404
and A4155 and in views between the Chilterns AONB and the Area
of Special Landscape Value on the southern scarp slope above the
River Thames.
Development of this site in conjunction with neighbouring land to
the east would isolate a triangular parcel of land immediately north
of the site from the remainder of the Marlow Gravel Pits area,
substantially urbanising its landscape character and weakening its
amenity value, which is likely to encourage future pressure for its
development for similar employment uses.
As the A404 currently marks a clear edge to the built-up area of
Marlow, new development here would appear to breach that strong
boundary and encroach into this predominantly rural area.
Development of the site in this manner would also be harmful to the
future establishment and amenity of a country park in this location.
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On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.

Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south. (source: © Bing Maps)
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Illustrative site photo(s)

View southwest from access road to Westhorpe House, the site lying behind the trees to the right
and the hedgerow fragments in the middle-ground. (source: Wycombe District Council)

View west from access road to Westhorpe House, the site lying behind the trees at the centre/left.
Buildings at the eastern edge of Marlow are visible in the background. (source: Wycombe District
Council)
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View northeast across site ASE5 from public right of way LMA/20/1. (source: Wycombe District
Council)

View northeast from public right of way LMA/20/1 at the footbridge crossing the A404, extending
across site ASE5 with site ASE3 behind it. (source: Wycombe District Council)
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LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE6 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Nearby
No
No
No
No
Adjacent
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor; former gravel pit (infilled).
Scrub, young and mature trees; rough grassland.
Adjoining Lake
Mature trees; lake edge.
Lake; pond; formal garden; Westhorpe House; static caravan park;
dwellings; water sports centre nearby; scrub and rough grassland.
Marlow town to west; Little Marlow village to northeast; Cookham
Dean & surrounds above scarp to south.
Public footpath nearby to north (LMA/20/1); other PRoWs more
distant to north and south.
Walking on nearby footpaths; birdwatching; fishing possibly.
Filtered views from footpaths immediately to north, including bridge
over A404; possible glimpsed views between site and adjacent
Westhorpe House; panoramic views from Winter Hill to south
incorporating the site.
Filtered view to A404 and edge of Marlow Town; glimpsed views
south to wooded scarp slope above River Thames.
None.

Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way
Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards
Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

ASE6 comprises rough grassland adjoining a lake, bordered by trees,
and is a former sand and gravel pit. The site has been identified in
association with the promotion of nearby sites for potential
employment development. It forms part of a wider matrix of lakes
and fields proposed as a country park.
Trees along the site margins mostly obscure views into the site from
the lands immediately adjoining, though there may be glimpses
from Westhorpe House itself. There are glimpses towards the site
from the adjacent A404 through the trees and clearer views into the
site from the elevated public footpath at the nearby footbridge
crossing the A404. There appear to be filtered views of the site’s
western edge across the lake from the public footpath to the north
of the site.
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There are intermittent elevated views across the site from Winter
Hill, approximately 1.1km to the south/southeast, from where the
site forms part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB and Thames
Valley.
While the site is enclosed with limited inward views, it contributes
to the openness of a predominantly undeveloped landscape
character in a wider context and from elevated vantage points.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Filtered views from an adjoining well-used public right of way
immediately to the north and west;
 Glimpsed views towards the site from the A404;
 Occupies part of the middle-ground in views to the Chilterns
AONB from the wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the relative darkness of the countryside
occupied by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to
the north.
Landscape attributes
 Site is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
principally the A404 dual carriageway with Marlow beyond it;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the adjacent caravan
park, also the hotel and athletics track nearby;
Wider landscape attributes
 Lies close to Chilterns AONB and Thames river corridor,
provides part of the setting to both;
 It is part of a unique landscape in this area on account of the
open lakes;
 Contributes to an intact open countryside link between
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
 Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
 Contributes to important amenity views from Winter Hill
along the Thames Valley and north to the Chilterns AONB.
Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).
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Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon the Marlow Gravel Pits area
have already weakened its countryside character, though it remains
predominantly rural in character; it is vulnerable to further
urbanising influences that might fragment it or expand adjoining
areas into it that are predominantly urban.
Proposed employment uses on neighbouring land north of the site
would typically comprise ‘B’ class uses, industrial buildings of simple
form and metal construction, often large in scale; the nature of
operating such sites tends to include larger areas of hard-standing
and lighting at night. The character and visibility of those
employment uses is likely to have a moderate urbanising effect
upon this site (ASE6), harming the character and visual amenity of
the site and local views from the adjoining public rights of way.
In the context of nearby development, the site would become part
of a landscape buffer between Westhorpe House / caravan park and
proposed development to the north/west.
As the A404 currently marks a clear edge to the built-up area of
Marlow, new development here would appear to breach that strong
boundary and encroach into this predominantly rural area.
Development of the site in this manner would also be harmful to the
future establishment and amenity of a country park in this location.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.

Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view from the south. (source: © Bing Maps)
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Illustrative site photo(s)

View from Winter Hill, with the site amongst the trees immediately right of the lake (source: WDC)
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LANDSCAPE APPRAISAL OF SITES
Site ref./address
Date of Site Visit
Weather / visibility

ASE7 Marlow Gravel Pits
2nd February 2018
Dry, bright, visibility good

AONB
LLA / AAL
GI Network
Green Space
Conservation Area
Listed Buildings & HPG
Ancient Woodland

Nearby
No
No
No
No
Nearby
No

Landscape Character Area
Topography
Vegetation
Features/Land Use
Boundaries
Adjoining land uses

26.1 – Thames Floodplain
Flat valley floor; former gravel pit (infilled).
Scrub, young and mature trees; rough grassland.
Ponds.
Mature trees; lake edge; post-and-wire/rail fence; hedgerow.
Lakes, ponds; dwellings; Westhorpe House; static caravan park;
hotel; dwellings; water sports centre; scrub and rough grassland.
Marlow town to west; Little Marlow village to northeast; Cookham
Dean & surrounds above scarp to south.
No adjoining public footpaths; LMA/20/1 nearby to north; other
PRoWs more distant to north and south.
Neighbouring water sports activities; neighbouring leisure hotel.
Glimpsed/filtered views from neighbouring lakes west and east;
possible filtered glimpses from A404 to west; panoramic views from
Winter Hill to south incorporating the site.
Filtered view to A404 and edge of Marlow Town; filtered views to
neighbouring lakes; views south to wooded scarp slope above River
Thames.
None.

Settlement Patterns
Access/Rights-of-Way
Recreation & culture
Views inwards

Views outwards

Skyline/panorama/l’mark
Landscape & Visual
Appraisal

ASE7 comprises rough grassland adjoining a lake, bordered by trees,
hedgerows and fences, and is a former sand and gravel pit. The site
has been proposed as part of a potential country park in association
with proposed parcels of employment land to the north. The site
forms part of a wider matrix of lakes and fields proposed as a
country park.
Trees along the western and northern margins largely obscure views
into the site from the adjoining lake and hotel, though there may be
glimpses through the intervening trees from the A404. There are
slightly more open margins along the eastern and southern
boundaries, where there are likely to be glimpsed views from the
neighbouring lakes used by the water sports centre. There are
intermittent elevated views across the site from Winter Hill,
approximately 700m to the southeast, from where the site forms
part of the setting of the Chilterns AONB and Thames Valley.
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While the site is enclosed with limited inward views, it contributes
to the openness of a predominantly undeveloped landscape
character in a wider context and from elevated vantage points.
Strengths & sensitivities

Visual attributes
 Filtered views to/from adjoining lakes;
 Glimpsed views towards the site from the A404;
 Occupies part of the middle-ground in views to the Chilterns
AONB from the wooded scarp overlooking the River Thames;
 There is a clear distinction between adjacent urban areas that
are lit at night and the relative darkness of the countryside
occupied by the site, by neighbouring land and the AONB to
the north.
Landscape attributes
 Site is part of cohesive matrix of open and predominantly
undeveloped land/lakes along the Thames valley floor;
 Urbanising impacts arise from development nearby,
principally the A404 dual carriageway with Marlow beyond it;
 Lesser urbanising effects arise from development within the
Little Marlow Gravel Pits area, including the adjacent caravan
park, also the hotel and athletics track nearby;
Wider landscape attributes
 Lies close to Chilterns AONB and Thames river corridor,
provides part of the setting to both;
 It is part of a unique landscape in this area on account of the
open lakes;
 Contributes to an intact open countryside link between
Chilterns AONB and River Thames corridor to the east of
Marlow , including dark skies at night;
 Contributes to the rural landscape separating Marlow from
Little Marlow / Well End / Bourne End
 Contributes to important amenity views from Winter Hill
along the Thames Valley and north to the Chilterns AONB.
Landscape value
 Part of physical and visual link between Chilterns AONB and
Thames corridor, both areas of high recreational value
because of their landscape qualities;
 Setting for the Chilterns AONB;
 Overlooked from an Area of Special Landscape Importance to
south (Windsor & Maidenhead).

Development capacity &
mitigation

Existing urbanising influences upon the Marlow Gravel Pits area
have already weakened its countryside character, though it remains
predominantly rural in character; it is vulnerable to further
urbanising influences that might fragment it or expand adjoining
areas into it that are predominantly urban.
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Proposed employment uses on neighbouring land north of the site
would typically comprise ‘B’ class uses, industrial buildings of simple
form and metal construction, often large in scale; the nature of
operating such sites tends to include larger areas of hard-standing
and lighting at night.
It is unlikely that those employment uses on nearby land parcels to
the north will be visible from this site and therefore will have no
direct urbanising effect; however, potential employment/leisure
development on the neighbouring land to the west is likely to be
partially visible and will reinforce the urbanising effect of the
existing hotel. In views from Winter Hill, proposed development on
nearby development parcels will encroach into views of this site and
make it appear more enclosed.
The A404 currently marks a clear edge to the built-up area of
Marlow, and this site is a significant parcel of undeveloped land
beyond the existing urban edge, forming part of the landscape
setting of the Chilterns AONB and River Thames.
On the basis of the foregoing, the capacity for development at this
site is low.

Illustrative Plan(s)

Aerial view of northern tip of site south of site ASE6 (source: © Bing Maps)
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Aerial view of majority of site. (source: © Bing Maps)

Illustrative site photo(s)

View from Winter Hill, with the site immediately right of the lake visible in this view (source: WDC)
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Green Belt Assessment
1.69 For ASE3 to ASE5 please see site BL0001 in the published Green Belt
Part 2 Assessment, which sets out the reasons for rejecting these sites.
1.70 Sites ASE6 and ASE7 are in essence proposed for uses which are
appropriate in the Green Belt. Their removal from the Green Belt is
therefore not directly necessary.
1.71 Site ASE2 has not been previously assessed. Our new assessment
(overleaf) concludes that the site should not be removed from the Green
Belt.
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Site Reference:

Site Area (ha):

Address:

ASE 2

13.81 ha

Land at Newtown Pit, Marlow

60

Summary of Arup Part One Assessment of General Area
General Area 60 is low lying land in the Thames basin containing a former gravel pits, the hamlet of
Little Marlow, and other fairly frequent sporadic development including the Listed Westhorpe House.
It extends between Marlow (to the west) and Bourne End (to the east) the AONB (to the North and
the Marlow branch line (to the south). Overall it functions strongly in providing separation between
Marlow, Little Marlow and Bourne End and moderately in preventing sprawl. It is also notable that the
area is allocated in the Adopted Local Plan (and in the emerging replacement Local Plan) as part of a
new Country Park.
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Site Location Plan:
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Step 2: Is the site capable of removal from the Green Belt?
How strongly does the site contribute to the purposes of including land in the Green Belt?
NPPF Purpose
Review of Score
(1) To check the unrestricted sprawl of large
The land parcel is at the edge of the Marlow large
built-up areas
built-up area. Applying the Arups criteria it is
‘connected’ to the built up area (simply adjoining).
a) Land parcel is at the edge of one or more
Marlow is predominantly bordered by prominent
distinct large built-up areas.
permanent and consistent boundary features on
b) Prevents the outward sprawl of a large builtthe eastern side (although less so to the west).
up area into open land, and serves as a barrier
at the edge of a large built-up area in the
Score 3
absence of another durable boundary.
(2) To prevent neighbouring towns from
merging

(3) Assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment

Part of an essential gap between Marlow and
Bourne End. This gap contains some sporadic
lower density development – including the nongreen belt settlement at Little Marlow. The
remaining open areas are cumulatively important
in maintaining the separation between Marlow and
Bourne End and between Marlow and Little
Marlow.
Score 3
The sporadic development in GA60 results in an
overall semi-urban character. This parcel is
absent any significant built form (although
planning permission has recently been granted for
a car park on the southern part of the site). There
is clear sense of proximity to Marlow and the
associated road network and the lake has a visual
association with the Crowne Plaza Hotel.
Nonetheless the site retains a largely rural open
character.
Score 3

(4) To preserved the setting and special
character of historic towns
Overall Score

The land parcel does not abut the historic
settlement core of Marlow and does not meet this
Purpose.
Score 0
This site scores moderately against NPPF
purposes.

Would the removal of the site from the Green Belt be acceptable with regards to the general
extent of the Green Belt?
As proposed the bypass would remain in the Green Belt and the proposed site would be a
disconnected hole in the Green Belt. If the bypass was also removed from the Green Belt the site
would be contiguous with the built-up area – but it would still not be a rational extension to Marlow as
it would remain divorced from the town by the bypass. Rather it would be a clear example of
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unplanned sprawl (in the wider sense, not just in Green Belt terms).

Would the new Green Belt boundary be permanent and robust, based on enduring natural or
other features?
No
Is it appropriate to expand or reduce the site area to make it capable of removal from the
Green Belt?
No. The lake could be retained in the Green Belt, with only the land to the south removed, but this
would not overcome the above concerns. Neither would these issues be addressed by combining the
site with land to the north and east (BL0001 or some sub set of this).
Step 2: Overall Conclusion

The site is NOT capable of removal from the
Green Belt.

Step 3: Is the site otherwise developable?

Note: This site is promoted for leisure uses and car parking. (The car parking element has received
planning permission already on the basis of ‘very special circumstances’ (1706833FUL))
Most of the land area is within Flood Zone 2 and in the absence of any sequential test evidence it has
to be concluded that the proposed buildings would be unacceptable in these terms.
Subject to details, leisure uses are potentially compatible with the emerging policy position allocating
the site as part of a Country Park (RUR4). The indoor leisure uses proposed would also be classed
as main town centre uses, subject to the ‘town centre first’ approach in the NPPF.
Although the lake is within the wider setting of the Grade II Listed Westhorpe House it is reasonably
unlikely that significant harm would necessarily follow from allocating the site for these uses.
Landscape Assessment
See separate assessment
Highway Considerations
Not assessed
Assessment of whether ‘major development’
if in the AONB

The site is not in the AONB

Step 3: Does the site appear to be otherwise
developable on the basis of the available
evidence on suitability and deliverability?

No, due to the adverse landscape impact.
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(If ‘NO’ – include short reasons)
Recommendation for Step 4

The leisure uses proposed are a mixture of indoor
and outdoor recreation uses. The outdoor uses
and associated development could be appropriate
development in the GB (subject to preserving
openness and avoiding conflict with the purposes
of including land in the GB. Buildings to house
indoor recreation would however be inappropriate
development in the GB.
An amendment to the Green Belt boundary would
therefore be necessary if this site was to be
allocated for the promoted indoor recreation uses.
However, for the reasons set out this site is not
capable of removal from the Green Belt and it is
not otherwise developable.
As such, there is no reasonable likelihood of
exceptional circumstances to release the site from
the Green Belt. The site should not be considered
further.
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Alternative Site Options appraised following the Regulation 19 consultation
The method for the appraisal of site options is presented in Appendix III of the SA Report (2017).
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11. Health

0

10. Place-making

+

9. Accessibility

0?

8. Population &
Housing

-?

7. Transport

0?

4. Water & Flooding

14. Education, skills &
training

ASH24 (160)

13. Distance to
Employment

ASH16 (159)

12. Provision of
employment

ASH14 (158)

6. Best use of land,
including soil

ASH7 (157)

5. Energy efficiency,
climate change & waste

ASH1 (156)

Burleighfield House
(Burleighfield Lodge),
London Rd,
Loudwater
Land at Whitepit
Lane, Wooburn
Land at Hawks Hill,
Bourne End
Burleighfield House,
Loudwater
Binders Industrial
Estate, Cryers Hill
Land north of Berwick
Road, Marlow

3. Heritage &
Townscape

SLW0025
(116)5

Site Name

2. Landscape &
Countryside

Site Ref
(AECOM ID)

SA Objectives

1. Biodiversity &
Geodiversity

Options

5

The appraisal of this site was carried out prior to Reg 19 consultation but was omitted in error within Appendix III of the SA Report. As a result, the findings of the
appraisal of this site are presented in the table above.
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Summary of the alternative site options:
None of the site options are in close proximity to any designated sites for biodiversity. The GIS data suggests that site SLW0025 (Burleighfield House) contains traditional orchards
which are a priority habitat; however, it appears (according to Google Earth) that there are only remnants of the traditional orchards remaining. There is the potential for a positive
effect on biodiversity through the redevelopment of site ASH16 (Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill), which is currently an industrial estate.
Site ASH16 (Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill) falls entirely within the AONB and the redevelopment of an existing industrial estate has the potential for a long term positive
effect on the landscape. Site ASH24 (Land north of Berwick Road, Marlow) also falls entirely within the AONB and development would result in the loss of greenfield land so there is
the potential for a long term minor negative effect. Site SLW0025 (Burleighfield House) is situated adjacent to the AONB and the scale of development has the potential to affect its
setting. Site ASH14 (Burleighfield House, Loudwater) is situated adjacent to site SLW0025 (Burleighfield House) away from the AONB. While development would be at a much
smaller scale compared to site SLW0025 (Burleighfield House), there is still the potential for the loss of approximately 43 trees that are covered by a TPO and therefore the potential
for a minor long term negative effect on the landscape.
Site ASH7 (Land at Hawks Hill, Bourne End) is a former orchard and contains a large number of trees. While there is only small scale development proposed (6 to 10 dwellings)
there is still the potential for a minor long term negative effect on the landscape through the loss of these trees.
There is the potential for a positive effect on the historic environment through the redevelopment of site ASH16 (Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill), which is currently an industrial
estate. There is a listed building within 150m of site ASH24 (Land north of Berwick Road, Marlow). Given the findings of the appraisal for this site with regard to the landscape there
is therefore the potential for a minor long term negative effect on the historic environment.
Sites SLW0025 (Burleighfield House) and ASH7 (Land at Hawks Hill, Bourne End) contain best and most versatile agricultural land (Grade 2), so there is the potential for a
significant negative effect against SA Objective 6. The Council’s GIS data suggests that only a very small proportion of site ASH7 (Land at Hawks Hill, Bourne End) contains BMV
agricultural land, as a result the significance of the effect against SA objective 6 has been reduced to minor negative.
With regard to some of the other SA objectives, sites ASH1 (Land at Whitepit Lane, Wooburn) and ASH24 (Land north of Berwick Road, Marlow) perform better than the other sites
in in terms of accessibility to services and facilities. Site ASH16 (Binders Industrial Estate, Cryers Hill) meets none of the distance thresholds set out for access to employment. In
terms of health, site SLW0025 (Burleighfield House) is within the distance thresholds to green space/ GI and PRoW.
Residential redevelopment of Binders Yard (ASH16) would result in the loss of the existing employment uses, which although intrinsically which although intrinsically lower value
‘yard uses’ are nonetheless an essential component of the wider economy. Redevelopment of Burleighfield House (ASH14) would also result in the loss of employment uses, albeit
that there is an existing (but unimplemented) prior approval consent for conversion to residential. For this reason ASH14 has been scored neutral rather than negative.
There are a number of other differences between the sites against the remaining SA objectives. The reasons for these differences can be determined by referring to the method
provided in the SA Report (2017), Appendix III, Table IIIB.
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